
This F.L.I.G.H.T. Program Manual (otherwise called the Beacon Staff Manual) was originally prepared 
by Bill Weir for the Counsellor-In-Training Program at Beacon Bible Camp, Torrance, Ontario. With the
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revisions, changes and additions are continually being made.
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When Beacon Bible Camp was started in 1964 and subsequently began to grow, the need for qualified staff
became apparent. To respond to this need Bill and Mollie Weir (‘‘Lefty’’ and ‘‘Sparky’’) began the Counsellor-
in-Training (C.I.T.) program at Beacon to provide theory and hands-on experience for young men and
women wanting to become counsellors. For over twenty-five years Lefty and Sparky faithfully served at
Beacon. This Staff Manual was prepared by them over the years as a help to staff. It has been, and continues
to be, a tremendous resource for both new and experienced cabin leaders, not only at Beacon but at other
Christian camps.

In 1992 the C.I.T. program was expanded to the F.L.I.G.H.T. program - 
Future Labourers In God’s Harvest Training.

Young men and women, 16 years old, are invited to participate in this two year discipleship program. Using this
Staff Manual as a guide, they spend four days together in March of the first year, followed by both sessions and
hands-on experience at the Junior Camps, as FLIGHT participants. During the second year of the program,
they work together with an experienced Senior Cabin Leader at one of the camp sessions.

It is intended that this training will prepare future labourers to serve the Lord at camp, in Sunday Schools or
in youth groups. As Lefty has stated it –

“Your ability is not as important to God 
as your availability”.

* All Scripture references are from the N.I.V. (inclusive language edition) unless indicated otherwise.
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Camp Administrators’ Remarks
But I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to myself. John 12:32 (NIV)

The Lord Jesus has been lifted up. The task of drawing men to Him has begun. How does He do it? He is completing
this task through people like you and me.

Jesus Christ died so that people might be drawn to Him. Drawing people to Him is what He desires and it is also
why Beacon exists. At Beacon it is our prayer that everyone who is involved with Beacon; be they camper or staff; 
is brought at least one step closer to the Lord Jesus Christ.

The great commission is to go and make disciples of all men. Our prayer for you is that you will join us in this mission,
drawing people to the Lord Jesus.

No one who has ever met Jesus has gone away the same – even if they reject Him. Meeting the Lord Jesus is a life-
changing event and the privilege is ours to introduce campers, friends and family to the Lord Jesus Christ. The task
of bringing in God’s harvest is ours. God’s harvest...drawing all men to Him.

In the F.L.I.G.H.T. Program learn, have fun, enjoy good times together and let the Lord Jesus shape you into the
leader He wants you to be.

Mr. T & Waves
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Enter “Skipper”
In 1961 “Skipper” (Ted Becker) took 6 boys to what
is now Hickory Cove Camp in North Carolina. Of
the six boys who went, three were unsaved when
they left; all made professions of salvation by the
return trip. These boys were from the poorer district
of downtown Toronto.

The following year, 1962 there were more kids with
the same needs, so, encouraged by Beston and May
Simmons (Barbara Becker’s parents), “Skip” began
looking for a cottage in the Muskoka District to use.
In the summer of 1963 two cottages were rented at
Walkers’ Point for the first ‘‘camp’’ but a Health
Inspector arrived to say that such a situation could
not continue the following year. “Skip” and a num-
ber of young people then began to look for proper-
ties for a camp. Prices ranged from $9000.00 to
$120,000.00. Uncle Charlie approached Ted to say
that he owned a piece of property near Bala which
might be suitable. That fall a party including Uncle
Charlie, Aunt Thirza (Uncle Charlie’s wife), Ted and 

Barbara, Mr. Huland and Ron Luke boated around 
to the present lake, walked around the area and
finally back to Uncle Charlie’s cabin. Here the use
of the land was offered and gratefully accepted.
Later (1967) it was agreed that Beacon Bible Camp,
as it became known, would lease 129 acres for $1.00
a year.

Construction Begins 1964
The first building erected was a combination dining
room/kitchen/meeting room. It was erected for the
most part over a very rainy week-end in 1964. Lou
Landgraff had bulldozed a road into the site and a
crew of men eagerly and enthusiastically began con-
struction. Two tent platforms were built that year
plus a primitive wash stand suspended between two
trees. One boys’ camp and one girls’ camp were con-
vened. Water was brought in large jars from a spring
about 2 km down Muskoka Road 13. A large gener-
ator which thumped and pounded as it ran provided
electricity for the kitchen. When it was turned off in
the evening a blessed peace descended on the camp.
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The History of Beacon Bible Camp

In the 1920’s the Muskoka District of Ontario was largely undeveloped. In the summer of 1926 Mr. Charles
L. Nicholson and his sister planned an extensive trip in his new car. As they travelled north from Toronto
they fell in love with Canada’s northland. The trip took them north to North Bay, west to the Sault then
south through Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo and back home. The following year they set out north again to
Kirkland Lake accompanied by Mr. Thomas Howson. On this trip a desire was born to acquire property in
the lake district.

Land Purchased
During the following two years Mr. Nicholson (Uncle Charlie) looked at many properties over a wide area.
He finally decided on and purchased Lot 19 and 20 off Concession 10 and Lot 21 off Concession 11. 
The deed is dated 1930. Lot 21 was later sold to the township for a gravel pit. In the early days the
Nicholsons camped on the acquired property. Access was by boat after driving down a lane to the lake. Soon
a pre-cut cabin was built, having neither electricity nor running water. All materials were transported to the
site by boat.
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1965
The next cabin erected was a cabin for cooks. It
measured about 20'x10' and was divided into two
rooms. It later was named Bezaleel after the crafts-
man of the Tabernacle of the Bible. More tent plat-
forms (4) were built and a small circus type tent was
used for meetings. Of course it was called the
Tabernacle. A well at the playing field was dug and
connected to the kitchen by a plastic pipe. A small
gasoline engine powered the pump to push the
water along. At intervals during the day someone
(usually a cook) would walk briskly to the playing
field, start the engine, wait till the gauge reached the
required pressure, shut off the engine and return to
the kitchen.

More Property Acquired
Prior to 1967 part of the present land at Beacon was
still owned by Walter Stromberg. His grandmother
Mrs. Nells Stromberg had settled here years before
when the nearest grocery store was in Gravenhurst.
The house was located where the remains of the cellar
are still visible on the other side of the camp road
from the sugar shack. It was a one story house some-
what bigger than the cellar. This house later burned
down. A barn also existed in those early days.

About 1966-67 Walter decided to sell his property
to Uncle Charlie. This assured the camp of a perma-
nent railroad crossing. Somehow the crossing had
never been properly deeded to Walter so the
Council in processing the sale gave the deed directly
to Uncle Charlie. Had a new crossing been neces-
sary it would have involved a cost of $30,000 plus
an insurance policy for about $1 1/2 million. This
last transaction brought the total area of Beacon to
just under 400 acres.

In the early years of Beacon’s existence Uncle 
Charlie had always said that his will stipulated that
on his death the camp property would go to Beacon
Bible Camp Inc. On his death in 1981 the process
to complete that transfer began and in 1983 the
property was deeded over. The original cabin had
not been included in that part of the will but Mrs.
Nicholson (Aunt Thursa) requested that that prop-
erty also be transferred. As one reviews the marvel-
lous way the Lord provided for the existence of
Beacon Bible Camp, even to having the land
reserved since the 1920’s, the response is to praise
His name and to determine that this part of
Muskoka be used to further His work.

Further Improvements
In 1966 a second worker’s cabin was built similar to
and directly across from Bezaleel; this one called
“Aholiab” who was the assistant of the biblical
Bezaleel. A hydro line also was brought in that year
which greatly facilitated the growth of the camp.
1967 saw a pump house built which brought the
camp abundant water. A washroom with running
water was also erected. This vital addition was fond-
ly called the “Green Monster” since it stood by itself
in all its splendour near where the porch of the
Lighthouse now stands. In about that same year the
dining room was enlarged as a kitchen addition was
added. The first campers’ cabins, Poplar and Pine,
complete with screens on doors and windows were
also built. A deep well also was drilled but unfortu-
nately did not supply a large enough volume of water.

Larch cabin was erected about 1968 when the 
telephone line was brought in. The following year
Cedar Cabin was built on the site where Fern Tent
had been. This was the first cabin ‘up top’. In 1970
Ash and Elm cabin followed. In 1971 the
Wheelhouse, a pre-fabricated cottage, was erected.
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Its original purpose was to be the director’s cabin
but since there was often a need for more staff beds
it seldom was available for its original purpose. In
1972 the Lighthouse was begun. It was by far the
most ambitious project so far, having rooms for
meetings, crafts, an office and washrooms. It was
completed the following year. Lakeview Cabin fol-
lowed in 1974 with the Maintenance building being
put up in 1975. The large fully winterized staff
building dates from 1976 and is called the ‘Crow’s
Nest’. In 1977 Birch cabin was constructed and the
floor slab for the boathouse poured. 1978 saw the
original building (the dining room) separated from
the kitchen, and moved across the way to become
the Store and the Infirmary. A new Dining room
about twice as big was erected, where the first one
had been. In 1979 the boat house was completed
and the slide at the waterfront made its appearance.
The following year an addition was put on
Lakeview cabin giving it a large and comfortable sit-
ting room. In 1981 a washroom was built ‘up top’
which resembles a Swiss Chalet and the ground was
cleared and the base prepared for the proposed
Recreation Building. 1982 saw another cabin
‘Maple’ put up and the erection of the Recreation
Building. This was the first building that Beacon
Bible Camp people did not erect in total. The end
walls of 12" concrete blocks were laid professionally
and the steel trusses erected by the father of some
campers and a crew and crane that arrived one Saturday.

In 1983 the addition was put on the Crow's Nest.
In 1984 porches were built on the Dining Room
and the Store. The bedrooms of the Wheelhouse
were extended and a road pushed through to Uncle
Charlie’s Cabin. During the winter of 1985-86 the
kitchen was again expanded and the walk-in fridge
and freezer substantially enlarged. 

In 1986 the new two-unit Director’s cabin was built
and used. This represented the last of the ‘‘every
year’’ building projects that had been undertaken to
keep up with Beacon’s growth. It had been a decade
and a half of continual addition and growth.
Amazingly during that time, in accordance with the
long held wishes of the Beacon trustees, appeal for
funds was made only to the Lord. And the Lord
amply provided every dollar needed to do His work.

During the years of construction Ben Van Noppen
(and his wife) were a tremendous help in building
and maintenance.

Physically now camp was to gradually move to
upkeep and upgrading ageing facilities and to mak-
ing the best use of the space available. A site plan
agreement with the Township now limited construc-
tion to only two more major buildings.

1986 marked a technological change for Beacon as
well. The computer arrived. It didn’t change lives
but would sure prove helpful in administration. On
the low-tech end of camp the bulldozer muscled
more area out of the bush for the playing field and
ball diamond.

In 1987 Philippe Spoerndli constructed the bleach-
ers down at the lake and the Engineers snaked a
bridge walkway over the swamp. Although not alli-
gator infested, the Beacon swamp does hold a vast
number of plant, insect and animal life.

1988 was Beacon’s 25th anniversary. Plans were
underway to hold a fall celebration inviting all the
past Beacon campers and staff. While plans contin-
ued Ted and Barbara Becker were weighing their
future at Beacon. One evening they shared their
plans with Gary and Alice Wood. They would be
resigning from the Camp Administrator position as
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of Jan. 1, 1989. That evening God was indicating to
all present that the Woods would be challenged to
consider Beacon as a full time ministry. Gary and
Alice did agree to take over and the 25th anniver-
sary of Beacon rejoiced in how God had used the
Beckers to begin and build up the work over all the
years. At that celebration the Beckers received a gift
of money which was later to propel them into new
directions God had for them. After the collapse of
the Soviet Union they travelled to a German area of
Siberia where contacts were made which would see
Ted visiting many more times, teaching Christians
and presenting the gospel to the unsaved.

In 1989 the camp newsletter ‘‘Shoulder to
Shoulder’’ started every two months to keep staff
and prayer partners in touch.

Also that summer the Skills Camp was expanded
and instructors were hired for Skills Camp to teach
Canoe Instructors’ Levels, Senior Swimming Levels
and First Aid.

The fall of 1990 saw the beginning of the Wheel-
house addition. 51 large rock truck loads were blast-
ed out to make way for new cooks’ quarters upstairs
and the Town Hall downstairs.

God is Faithful
This is only a brief history of the beginnings and
development of Beacon. God has provided for each
stage of the work, not only in providing the proper-
ty and the funds, but also in providing faithful
brothers and sisters to carry on the work. It would
be impossible to list all those who have served as
trustees, camp directors, maintenance help, cooks,
counsellors, lifeguards, teachers, short term staff 
and summer staff. God alone knows each one, 

some working on the front lines and some working
behind the scenes and He will reward each one. The
work at Beacon is His work and HE IS FAITHFUL!

... In the winter of 1973-74 Gary and Alice Wood
attended a youth Bible Study in the home of Ted
and Barbara Becker. During that time they became
aware of the need for the Becker family to move to
Muskoka in order to be near the expanding work of
Beacon Bible Camp and the desire to have a
Brethren Assembly begin there.

They met several times with Ted and Barbara to
pray regarding this and felt the Lord was asking
them to make that move and help wherever they
could. After much prayer and consideration Gary
and Alice left their careers (Gary a Computer
Technician, Alice an RNA) and moved to Graven-
hurst in 1974. Home computers did not exist yet
and the one computer in Gravenhurst at that time
was in a factory and was the size of a piano! Since
working as a Computer Technician was not an
option Gary fell back to his building experience
which he gained during his high school summers.
Thus the years of carpentry and other ventures
began in order to survive winters in Muskoka. 

For fourteen years Gary and Alice helped out in
many areas of Beacon while Gary carried on his
Carpentry Business. Building, cooking, cleaning,
painting, counseling, directing camps, teaching,
accounting, registration, and being a Trustee were
some of the areas they helped in. During those years
they were wonderfully blessed with two children,
Tim & Sandi. 

On April 6, 1988 Ted & Barbara approached Gary
& Alice and asked if they would pray with them
since they felt after twenty-five years of service at
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Beacon it was time for them to step down and let
another couple assume their responsibilities. During
that visit they also told Gary & Alice that they were
the couple they had in mind. This was HUGE in
their thinking and the Lord impressed on their
hearts to ‘‘not lean on their own understanding’’
‘‘and that He would be their confidence’’. After tak-
ing time to talk with the Lord and sense that this
request was from Him they agreed to take on this
incredible task.

In June of 1988 Gary finished his carpentry com-
mitments and started full time at Beacon. Barbara
& Ted spent that summer and fall passing on their
responsibilities to Gary & Alice and as of January
1989 Beacon Bible Camp became the responsibility
of Gary & Alice to oversee and do innumerable
tasks to make it function. They chose, with the
agreement of the board, to live at Beacon from mid
June to September in the Wheelhouse since they felt
this would create more stability for family life. Tim,
who was thirteen at the time and Sandi, eleven were
delighted with that choice and through their years at
Beacon helped in many seen and unseen areas of camp.

Although Gary & Alice had helped out in several
areas of Beacon for many years it was a huge learn-
ing curve to walk in the shoes of those who had
made Beacon ‘‘work’’. Although it would be a few
years later that Gary would often use the phrase
‘‘taking the next step’’ it was during these years with
the work load that had become theirs, they began to
learn how to just take the next step. Their first year
into Beacon Gary’s father was diagnosed with cancer
and within three months passed away. Alice’s father
had passed away two years before and her Mom
moved to Gravenhurst. Life keeps happening no
matter what our God given tasks and some times it
felt life was so full there wasn’t time to grieve.

During their early years as Administrators they were
blessed to have Michelle Rot work alongside them
for several summers willingly doing any task that
came her way. Christina Lalomia spent a full sum-
mer there as waterfront director among other duties.
They were the beginnings of the summer mainte-
nance staff teams which developed in subsequent
years into a team of four or five young people,
eighteen years or over, doing various tasks around
camp during July and August. Ben and Leni
VanNoppen who had also helped in various tasks
around Beacon during the Becker years were also
feeling it was time to finish up their responsibilities
and the summer staff were able to attend to some of
the tasks they had done. 

Through the years the Lord blessed Gary & Alice
with an invaluable regular cleaning crew to come in
and help prepare and clean up after each group was
at camp. Monica Robertson and Ursula Brereton and
later on Gloria Pratt and Edith Paldus were not only
a physical help but also a tremendous personal support
to them. Bill Brereton and Art Rempel were a help
in many electrical, mechanical and plumbing areas.

Elsa VanKampen joined them in 1992 and became
an ‘‘invaluable we can’t imagine how we did without
her office assistant’’ and also helped in many other
areas around camp.

Len & Carla Veitch moved up to Muskoka in 1994
with the intent to help around camp when they
could. Alice had managed the planning, staffing and
running of the Beacon kitchen up until this time
and Carla proved to be a tremendous help. While
working together on this for a time, Alice trained
Carla in some of these responsibilities and Carla
assumed the role of Food Service Manager in the
summer of 1995. Len joined the board of trustees,
helped around camp when he could and was a per-
sonal support to Gary.
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During their Beacon years along with the constant
planning, painting, staffing, cleaning, trimming,
loading, unloading, mosquito swatting, rattlesnake
relocating and general upkeep of camp the Lord
allowed them the privilege of starting and seeing
many projects through. For the sake of Beacon
History we will mention a few of these projects that
God graciously helped and allowed them to do.
They are not necessarily in order. 

Began ‘Shoulder to Shoulder’, a staff newsletter
mailed every two months 

Revamped Canoe Skills Training to Skills Camp
with multiple disciplines and invitations issued to
other camps to participate. Dave & Alaine McGill
faithfully taught Canoeing for several years

Put in place waterfront, fire and 
missing person policies

Put together a camp symposium with Moun-
tainview, Living Waters, Hickory Cove and Beacon.
It was held at Mountainview in 1991, followed by
Living Waters and Hickory Cove in succeeding years

Updated the Counselor in Training Program
originally developed and led by Bill & Mollie Weir to
FLIGHT (Future Leaders In God’s Harvest Training)

Expanded the Flight Program to include a ses-
sion at camp in March to go along with the summer
training program which was led by Ron & Hannele
Luke. Great memories working together with them
in the March program with emerging camp leaders

Became a member of the Ontario Camping
Association which involved doing inspections on
other camps.

Cut and groomed ski trails;
Relocated tube run to present hill;
Updated the landscaping, added a new walkway

in front of the Lighthouse and Wheelhouse and 
various flower gardens; 

Built the Townhall and Cookhouse addition
1990-1991;

Put in place a recycling area and system;
Expanded the waterfront to its present size;
Built the adventure programming area;
Started the Fall Color Tour led by Sylvia Smith

and Hans & Will Hoddenbagh;
Started Fall Forward in 1989;
Divided Alpha into Alpha and Omega 1994;
Except for the first year were able to always

keep Beacon running in the black;
Developed a 10 year Facilities Improvement Plan;
While still picking up produce at the Ontario

Food Terminal and baking their own bread they
began regular food delivery to the door;

Widened the railway crossing;
Built a moving archery target;
Began renting a bus for canoe trips and 

winter camps;
Helped several camps transition to new leadership 
Discontinued the Toronto Camp Reunion since

for several years numbers of non-staff were low;
Enjoyed working with a number of great men

on the board;
Prayed, planned and dreamed of a new kitchen

& dining room facility; 
Prepared and presented Mature Staff Training

Sessions in different locations with Ron Luke;
Held Senior Staff Retreats at Beacon;
Started the Resource Team to consider the

future plans of Beacon.

During the fall of 1997 Gary & Alice while driving
through the pastoral countryside of Orillia began to
consider stepping down from their position as
Administrators. They felt that after working behind
the scenes at camp for fifteen years and then ten
years as Administrators it was time to step down
and make room for new leadership at Beacon.
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After many conversations together and with the
Lord, they presented their thoughts to the Beacon
board. Gary & Alice felt very strongly that the work
load at Beacon merited looking for two couples to
take over rather than one that Beacon had always
had. Along with the Beacon Board it was decided
that one couple would look after the Administration
of Beacon while the other couple would look after
the general operation of camp. The need of these
two couples became known and after prayer, conver-
sations and interviews it became apparent Tom &
Liz Williams would become the next Administrators
and Dave & Julie Charters the Operations
Managers. During the summer of 1998 Tom & Liz
and Dave & Julie joined Gary & Alice for the sum-
mer season at camp to begin their on-site training.
They also had breakfast together every Monday
morning followed by a training session at the home
of Gary & Alice until January 1999 at which time
they became responsible for the work at Beacon and
Gary & Alice officially stepped down.

While it was a very difficult decision for Gary &
Alice they felt this was God’s timing and consider 
it a tremendous privilege to have been able to serve
the Lord in this way.

They consider it truly a blessing in their lives to
have been mentored by and to mentor so many 
people through the years.

In 2007, after 10 years serving the Lord full time,
Dave & Julie Charters (and their young family)
passed-on their responsibilities as Operations
Managers to Joel & Anne-Marie Gutknecht.
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Mission Statement of Beacon Bible Camp

In the Charter of Beacon Bible Camp, the main purpose of the organization is stated as follows:

To spread the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ:
- through Bible camp activities, through the provision of land, and the con- struction, furnishing and

maintenance of buildings for such purpose and
- by the printing, purchasing and distribution of religious literature in any form whatever, and by any

other method which will carry out such objective.

The Purpose and Objectives of Beacon have been stated as:

Purpose
Beacon Bible camp exists to provide an adventurous
Christian camping experience where people, partic-
ularly youth, can be encouraged to respond to the
gospel of the Lord Jesus and to grow in their
Christian life.

Objectives
Beacon generated programs serve Christian and
non-Christian individuals and families to accom-
plish the following two primary objectives:

1. For the non-Christian to present openly, 
with love, the claims of Christ on their lives
and to encourage a definite spiritual decision
to receive Christ as Lord and Saviour.

2. For Christians:
(a) to encourage them to put the Lord at the
centre of all areas of their lives, and
(b) to encourage the establishment of good
practices that will strengthen the Christian life
such as personal devotions, prayer, Bible study,
accountable regular Christian fellowship, 
positive Christian friendships, useful Christian
service, and sharing Christ with others.

A third primary objective of Beacon, essential to
all camp programs is
3. to have campers served by sufficient qualified

staff who are practically trained, committed,
enthusiastic, and spiritually healthy.
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Beacon Bible Camp 
Goals

To make disciples - Matt. 28:19

To lead boys, girls and young people to a saving
knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ (Eph. 2:8-9;
Acts 16:31)

To help them grow spiritually, mentally, physically
and socially (Luke 2:52)

To teach the importance of coming together with
other Christians for encouragement and growth.
(Hebrews 10:23-25)

How does the program at Beacon meet Camp
objectives and goals?

When a person is away from the influences of the
world and is enjoying God’s beautiful creation, they
may be more receptive to listening to God.

The scriptures give us authority to teach 
young Christians.

For women - 1 Tim. 5:2; Titus 2:3, 4
For men - 1 Tim. 5:1; 2 Tim. 2:2.

Campers are able to see people modelling the 
Christian life as they observe the cabin leaders,
teachers and other staff members. Beacon staff
members are able to share the reality of God in 
their lives so that campers can both see and hear the
truth of God’s Word.

The physical program at camp plays a vital role in
meeting camp goals. Throughout the day, in all
aspects of the camp program, campers should see
staff interacting with each other and with campers
in a positive way. As campers are with their cabin
leaders in a variety of activities, they should see the
fruit of the Spirit (love, joy, peace, gentleness, etc.
Gal. 5:22-23) demonstrated.

As campers go through the various levels of camp,
they should be challenged to grow in their spiritual
lives. They should be encouraged to be accountable
to other Christians and to develop their God-given
spiritual gifts for the benefit of the Body of Christ.
(See 1 Corinthians 12:27-29 and Ephesians 4:11-12.)
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Section B
Where do I fit in?
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My Goals

Assignment
What is your favourite Bible verse? Why is that verse
your favourite? Do you know any Bible verses that
express a goal that you have in your life right now? 

Through the week, look for a verse or two which
gives direction to your life or conveys a goal in your
life. We will share the verses you have chosen towards
the end of our FLIGHT week.
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My Personal Testimony

Assignment
Write a brief account (no more than you could say
in three minutes) telling when and how you came to
be a follower of Jesus. Imagine that a camper in
your cabin has asked, “How did you get saved?”

Try to describe the setting and events leading up to
your decision in a way the campers will understand,
including what difference it makes in your life and
why you recommend it to them.
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Keeping a Journal at FLIGHT

Keeping a journal is a good way of reflecting on the
day and consciously learning from your experience.
During FLIGHT, use the following journal starters
to reflect on what you see and hear each day. Try to
use most of the starters some time during the week.
Your first entry of the week should list your goals
for the week, and the last entry will reflect on how
those goals were met.

Day 1 – These are some goals I have for this
FLIGHT session:

Something I saw today that I want to do when
I’m a staff member

Something I saw today that a staff member did
to make a camper feel included

Something I saw today a staff member did that
made a camper feel left out

An example of a staff member preventing 
a potential problem or crisis

An example I saw today of positive discipline

How I saw God’s love being shown to a camper
by a staff member today

Something I saw a staff member do that helped
build a relationship with a camper

A gentle, positive way I saw a staff member
enforce a rule today

How I saw Christ’s compassion shown to 
a camper today

An example of patience on the part of 
a staff member

Some traits I have seen that make a good 
cabin leader

Some traits I have seen that do not make 
a good cabin leader

This is what a cabin leader did to make a meal 
go smoothly

An example of great communication between 
staff members

An example of miscommunication between 
staff members

Last Day – 
Did I meet my goals? Where they too easy?
Unrealistic? Did any of my goals change during 
the week? What am I going to do to prepare for
camp next summer during the year?

016
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Section C
Preperation for Service
What does it mean to be prepared for camp?
What can I do in the off season?
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Qualifications/Skills which can be worked on 
in the off season:

Canoeing instructor, 
Outtrip leader
Adventure Learning
Life guarding certification
Orienteering
Sailing
Outdoor Living
Wall climbing
Sports coaching levels
Nature knowledge (ex. Bird watching)

Vocal music, worship leading
First Aid
Drama
Astronomy
Arts and Crafts
Still and video photography
Archery
Musical instrument
Teach Sunday school/AWANA
Volunteer with children

Be Prepared

It is important for cabin leaders to be prepared to serve at Beacon. These are some things you should do in
order to be prepared for the excitment of being a cabin leader.

In the months prior to camp:
1. Get sufficient sleep.
2. Get in shape physically.
3. Eat proper food. 
4. Clean up things spiritually in your life. This includes:

- relationships with God and others. (See the personal quiet time section on page 18.)
- bitterness and resentment. Ps. 66:18; Heb. 12:15

In the weeks prior to camp:
5. Commit yourself to pray for campers by name.
6. Pray for your fellow staff members and the directors of the camp session.
7. Get to know the spiritual emphasis of the coming camp session(s). Is there a theme? What are the

memory verses?
8. Review this manual and your specific responsibilities for the camp session. Clarify your responsibilities

with the session director.
9. Gather material for evening cabin devotions, get aquainted games, rest time activities, and other books

and activities for your cabin.
10. Prepare for the activity you are responsible for.
11. Prepare for any other sessions your are responsible for.

Beacon always needs qualified staff. In order to prepare generally for future service at Beacon, think about
aquiring some new skills or qualifications during the year.
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Things to look for during the year:
New ideas for camp are always welcome. Keep your
eyes open and pass ideas on to directors – even if
you won’t be at a camp session, you can still help by
passing on ideas.

New - 
Songs
Skits
Indoor/outdoor games
Activites for rainy days

Ideas for -
Crafts
Interesting devotional topics including
books for evening devotions
Bed time routines
Rest time activities

The Cabin Leader Checklist –
What to pack

T clothes for camp (including appropriate bathing
suit, rain gear, and warm clothes for evening)

T towels
T bedding
T toiletries
T sunscreen (SPF 15+), mosquito repellant
T Bible – bring a study Bible if you’ve got one
T books/notebooks for your quiet time
T flashlight with fresh batteries
T camera and film
T tapes and cds to use in rest period
T cd player – check with your director on this
T a book to read aloud or stories on tape or cd to

play in the evening
T activites for rest period (books/magazines,

games, crafts) 
T name tags (your director may give you an idea

for these) 
T alarm clock
T cabin decorations
T musical instrument
T props and costumes for special events
T craft materials such as masking tape, scotch

tape, magic markers, pens, pencils, clothes pins,
sewing materials, safety pins, straight pins, etc. 

T check to see if the session director asked you to
bring anything in the pre-camp staff letter.
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The cabin leader’s 
personal quiet time (PQT) 

Your personal quiet time is a vital part of being 
prepared for camp.

We each need to be constantly taught by God.
1 Pet. 2:2
Psalm 119:9, 11, 18, 105
Psalm 139:23, 24

There are a variety of devotional resources available
to help you in your personal quiet time. If you are
not sure which one might be appropiate for you, 
ask any one of the FLIGHT staff for suggestions.
You don’t need to use a devotional guide, but many
people find them helpful, especially when they are
beginning to have a personal quiet time.

How
1. Talk to God before reading. Ps. 119:18. Ask Him

to teach you.
2. Read the scripture passage keeping in mind what

precedes and follows the verses you read, and to
whom the passage is addressed.

3. Read the devotional (if you are using one).
4. Think about what you have read. Be willing to

do what God tells you to do.
5. Ask yourself these questions:

a) What is the main lesson in this passage?
b) What does it tell me about God and 
my relationship to Him?
c) Is there a promise to claim?
d) Is there a command to obey?
e) How can I apply to my life what 
God has said?
f ) What can I thank God for?

6. Make notes on the passage and answers to the
above questions in a notebook. Some devotional
guides have questions and space for answers in
them.

7. Pray again. Confess any sin. Thank Him for His
instructions and ask Him for guidance in carry-
ing them out.
a) Be honest in praying.
b) Be specific.
c) Make a prayer list. If you pray for 10 people a
day, in a week you’ll have prayed for 70 people.
- one good suggestion is to use a book with 
31 pages, each page listing individuals or groups
needing prayer. Every month you can pray
through the list.

Note: It may help to make your quiet time consistent 
to make a pact with God to continue to read daily for
3 months.
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Consider the following revolutionary benefits:

Josh. 1:8
God’s word makes your way prosperous and
gives success.

Ps. 1:3
God’s word produces fruitfulness and ...

Ps. 119:11
God’s word keeps us from sin.

John 14:21
God reveals Himself increasingly to keepers of
His word.

John 15:3
The Word cleanses us.

John 15:7
The Word produces power in prayer.

John 15:11
The Word brings joy to our hearts.

1 John 2:13, 14
The Word gives victory over the wicked one.
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Section D
What is a cabin leader?
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A cabin leader should be ...

Called by God
This call to serve God as a cabin leader must come ahead of the sense of a call to a camp, its program, its
philosophy or its director. Note Samuel’s preparation and call in 1 Sam. 3. Samuel, prepared by his mother in
a day of increasing spiritual darkness, was called by God to a vital, dynamic, fruitful and personal relationship
with Him.

Faithful
Notice that Joseph in Gen. 39:2, 20-21 – trusted God even when he didn’t understand the way of his circumstances.

Obedient
Notice what Abraham’s servant Hagar said in Gen. 24:27 – “As for me, being on the way, the Lord led me.”
(NKJV) In I Sam. 15:22, Samuel says – “To obey is better than sacrifice.”

Prayerful
In Phil. 4:6, the apostle Paul urges us; “Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God.”
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The Ideal Cabin Leader

Ideal cabin leaders love the Lord and kids. They are
people who realizes that camp is for the camper.
They know that they are called by God to be at camp.

May the Lord make your love increase and overflow
for each other, and for everyone else. 1 Thes. 3:12.

Specific qualifications
1. The characteristics of Christ Himself – love,

patience, poise, strength, gentleness, understanding.

Love – for the best definition, see 1 Corinthians
13:4-7. Cabin leaders must be willing to give un-
conditional love to all campers and staff members

Understanding – Cabin leaders must possess the
ability to listen, sympathize and communicate
with campers.

2. Executive ability and dispatch – cabin leaders must
be able to make decisions and carry them out.

3. Emotional maturity – cabin leaders must be able
to deal with their own emotional struggles appro-
priately, and know when they need to ask for help
in doing so. 

4. Foresight – The ability to see consequences of 
an action – one’s own and the campers – before 
it happens

5. Child management skills – The ability to 
deal intelligently with the positive and negative 
behaviour of campers, using effective cabin 
managment methods.

6. Sensitivity – The insight to discern which 
emotional, spiritual, or other needs campers
might have.

7. Punctuality – The ability to show up on time,
every time. Cabin leaders should set an example
of punctuality for campers.

8. Long term comitment – Willingness to be
involved in follow-up all year.
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Cabin Leader’s Job Description

Condensed statement
The cabin leader is responsible for each child in
his/her cabin at all times, for his/her welfare, safety
and spiritual growth.

Responsible to:
1. God, first of all, and to the camp (represented by

the administrator) as God’s work. 1 Cor. 4:1: We
are servants

2. Any senior cabin leader over him or her, the assis-
tant session director and session director.

Specific Responsibilities

1. To be physically and spiritually prepared for camp.

2. To give oneself totally to the camper, 
giving fully, not expecting to receive. 

3. To be an effective witness by example in... 

Attitude
– Observing and enforcing all camp rules.
– Recognizing the worth and appreciating the
contribution of every other cabin leader.
– Refrain from gossiping and slandering others at
camp. John 13:35 “By this all men will know that
you are my disciples if you love one another.”
– Complaints, concerns, and problems are 
to be taken up with the director in private. 
They are not to be openly discussed with other
staff members. This helps contribute to the unity
of the camp. 
– Do not make negative statements not based on
fact.These can give camp a bad reputation, for
example, “The water is not treated, that’s why so
many people have colds.”

3. Punctuality
– Be at meetings and meals on time. The campers
take their cue from the cabin leaders. If you are
late, your campers will be too.

Table Manners
– Model good manners at the table. Serve the
younger children, helping them to share. Make
sure everyone gets enough food. Take the lead 
in table conversation, especially at the first few
meals. Include all the campers at the table in 
the conversation.

Co-operation
– Participate enthusiastically in the planned activ-
ities and assist the staff members responsible for
the various activities. Don’t expect the campers to
be able to play sports to your level of ability;
encourage them and enjoy playing with them.

4. To clearly present the person of Jesus Christ and
His claims on all of our lives.

5. To help campers to appreciate what God has
done and is doing for them.

6. To handle or assist in the assignments given to
one to the best of one’s ability (Col. 3:17). 

7. To show no favouritism or partiality. 
Acts 10:28, Jas. 2:1-10. 

8. To help vigilantly at the waterfront.

9. Act in a calm and controlled manner at all times.
Even rattlesnakes are to be viewed calmly. 
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General Responsibilities

1. To interact with, befriend, correct, and encourage
all campers that the leader comes across, not just
those in the leader’s cabin.

2. To have an active concern and care for camp
property, facilities and equipment.

3. To realize that all staff – cooks, teachers, mainte-
nance staff, etc., – are serving the Lord with the
same desires and motives and are equal members
on God’s team, although in different areas.

4. To act in a mature, Christ-like manner.

Other Staff Job Descriptions

FLIGHT Participant
To learn what is involved in counselling, both in
theory and practice. To find out how ready he or
she is to be a junior cabin leader.

Junior Cabin Leader
To observe and learn what is involved in being a
cabin leader, and how to do the job well. This will
be accomplished by living in the cabin with the sen-
ior cabin leader and the campers, watching how the
senior cabin leader does things and by carrying out
any tasks assigned by the senior cabin leader.

Director
To plan a seven to nine day camp from scratch. 
This will involve recruiting staff, selecting lesson
material and memory verses, preparing a schedule,
finding quiet time material, deciding on activities,
developing a timetable, arranging for speakers 
and special days, assigning all campers to cabins, 
fitting cabin leaders to cabins.

The director is the ultimate person responsible 
for all campers and staff. He/she must deal with 
a multitude of decisions daily, including sickness
and crises of various kinds. The director is to be
available and warm toward every camper, to guide
and mould a varied collection of staff into a unified
and functioning body.
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Cabin Leader Job Description
By Sally Staires

Cabin leaders, you know you are doing your job as
a super cabin leader when...

your campers want to be near you
you can be fun and crazy
there is life and joy in your eyes
you are full of compliments and upbuilding words
you are not quick to criticize or use sarcasm
you are available
you know how to pray and especially lead a salva-
tion prayer
you desire to establish good relationships
you are never too busy
you make a point to know names, hobbies, likes,

dislikes, camper’s reason for coming to camp,
Christian status, and share a special secret with
each of your campers

you spend at least 30 minutes alone with each
camper
you are filled with anticipation for each day at camp
you are willing to share over and over and all
you can assure each camper he is the most impor-
tant person in the world
your family group of campers doesn’t get bored

because they never know what you are going 
to come up with

you make learning fun when you teach
you see the results of your work
you do not have to be told twice
you delegate and assign different tasks
you are able to take correction
you know your supervisor can see potential in you
you recognize your supervisor is held accountable to
God for you
you realize the awesome responsibility you have 

for parents’ most prized earthly treasures 
(their children)

you can say sincerely “Follow me and do as I do!”
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Staff Guidelines

1. Do not leave camp, unless the camp director has
been notified. It is important that cabin leaders
do not plan to leave camp during the camp ses-
sion since their presence is required by the camper. 

2. Support other staff members as they lead games
and activities. The campers are enthusiastic if the
staff members are enthusiastic.

3. Plan to be at the beach during swimming. 
Staff members need to be on time and ready for
guard duty. This is a good time to interact with
individual campers.

4. Be with your campers in the store. You can 
be a big help in moving them through quickly
and supervising.

5. The kitchen is out of bounds to campers and 
to cabin leaders.

6. Be with your campers whenever and wherever
possible, for example, during rest period and
camper free time. 

7. Be aware of where all boats are in the lake 
when supervising boating. Be aware of wind and
weather changes which may give inexperienced
paddlers difficulty.

8. Campers must feel that the staff respect them as
people. Do not call campers derogatory names,
for example, animal, wimp, or idiot, even as a
joke. This respect will be returned.

9. Follow the appropriate touch guidelines for Beacon.
Avoid situations which could be compromising or
misunderstood. I Thess. 5:22 “Avoid every kind
of evil.”

10. Do not share beds or showers. 

11. Do not make phone calls where Beacon is charged
for your call. It is simple to reverse the charges
or to have the charge put on your home phone.

12. Keep your cool in difficult situations. You set
the example for your campers to follow.

13. Do not use camp equipment without 
appropriate permission. Respect and use camp
equipment with care.
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Beacon Bible Camp 
Camper Rules

1. The following areas are out of bounds to campers:
a) Kitchen
b) Staff Cabin area (Crow’s Nest, Wheelhouse,
Cookhouse, Worker’s Cabins)
c) Maintenance Building
d) Other campers’ cabins, unless the cabin leader
of that cabin gives permission.
e) Town Hall (unless supervised)

2. Campers are not permitted to go to the lake
unless accompanied by an adult staff member.

3. Swimming across the lake is not permitted unless
permission has been obtained from the waterfront
director. If permission is given, EACH swimmer
must be accompanied by a row boat which stays
near throughout the swim. One swimmer – one
guardboat. (row boat)

4. Campers are to stay within sight of the buildings
unless accompanied by a staff member.

5. Do not strip bark from living trees. Do not
destroy foliage.

6. Return sports equipment, books, and games
promptly to their storage place.

7. Boats are not to be used without permission. All
paddles, oars, life jackets, etc., are to be returned
neatly to their storage place.

8. The rescue boat is to be used by authorized 
persons only.

9. Radios and cigarettes are to be handed in to the
director for the duration of the camp period.
Knives may also be held at the discretion of the
camp director.

10. Litter is to be put in the litter bins. If a camper
sees another dropping candy wrappers on the
campground, the litterer will be required to give
the witness a candy of that kind. Cans and bottles
are to be recycled.

11. Night swimming is not permitted.

12. Pushing people off the dock or raft is not allowed.
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Code of Conduct

(This code of conduct is on every registration form and must be signed by campers or parents 
if the camper is under 16)

The following are reasonable guidelines for the good of campers, staff and facilities. They form part of 
the conditions of registration for each camp session and the signature of the parent/guardian (for campers
under 18) and the signature of the parent/guardian plus the camper (for those Co-Ed age and older) 
indicate that these guidelines will be followed.

1. Smoking, gambling, drugs and alcohol are prohibited at camp.

2. Do not bring electronic systems, ie. radios, TVs, electric guitars, etc.

3. Attendance is expected at all programmed activities.

4. Out of bounds: Maintenance, staff area, kitchen and cabins of the opposite sex.

5. Do not leave the campgrounds without prior arrangements with the camp director.

6. Curfew times are to be respected.

7. Modest clothing and swimwear (girls, one piece or T-shirt over; guys, loose fitting modest trunks) 
are to be worn.

8. Any vandalism to property will be charged to camper at replacement cost.

9. Please do not plan on bringing pets or motor boats to camp.
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A director chooses 
a junior cabin leader 

Assignment
You are the camp Director. In your camp you have
room for two junior cabin leaders ... all these are
available and anxious to be at your camp.

A. Which two would you choose?
B. Why did you choose the ones you did?
C. What can you do to help the ones you did

not choose?
D. How could you further help those 

you did choose?
E. If you needed three, which one is 

your choice?

1. This cabin leader has a good attitude; was often
put down by the other FLIGHT participants’s
when in FLIGHT because of being smaller in size
but took it well. When given a job to do he/she
does it in good spirit. Thinks of others.

2. This person works well under constant supervi-
sion. He/she has little concept of the chain of
command; seems unable to see work which needs
doing. He/she relates well to specific campers who
are drawn to him/her. If a job is distasteful, this
former FLIGHT participant is not there. He/she
questions why it is necessary to do a job now, for
example, if playing a game of tetherball says, “I’ll
do it when I’ve finished this.”

3. This person has a good attitude; plays with
campers, sticks with assignments. Does what they
are asked to do, when asked. Is personally neat.
He/she is more quiet than outgoing. Seems to
have good spiritual depth for his/her age.

4. This person has good involvement with campers.
Usually does assignments well. Not too ready to
stick with distasteful jobs. Has good theatrical tal-
ents and ideas.

5. Campers like this junior cabin leader; is a reason-
ably willing worker. Somewhat of an operator;
looks out for him/herself.

6. This person has good leadership ability; is a 
definite leader among the FLIGHT participants
he/she was with. Has excellent co-ordination
therefore is good at sports and boating. Seems
somewhat selfish. His/her language leaves much
to be desired. (uses crude, suggestive and 
bad language)

7. This person has lifeguarding qualities, but at
swimming time cannot seem to make it to the
waterfront on time. Otherwise he/she has a good
relationship with campers and a very nice way of
managing them.
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Now that you’re 
the camp counsellor ...
By Diane Beetler

What will your campers remember 
most about you?

Remember the counsellors you used to have at sum-
mer camp? Some of them, you were convinced, were
army drill sergeants masquerading in tennis shoes
and a camp T-shirt. They knew how to keep a cabin
full of kids quiet and orderly but didn’t seem to care
much about you. Other counsellors, perhaps too
immature to take their responsibilities seriously,
behaved more like campers than leaders. If you were
lucky, you got one of the good ones–patient, loving
souls who made you feel wanted, demonstrated that
being a Christian wasn’t something sissy or strange,
and somehow, before the week was out, inspired
you to be just like them.

Now, years later, it’s your turn to be a Christian
camp counsellor. Perhaps you’re getting cold feet as
you contemplate the undertaking. True, counselling
can be rewarding and enjoyable, but it’s not a job to
accept light-heartedly or thoughtlessly. The boys or
girls in your cabin will be your personal responsibili-
ty, and some will even pattern their standards and
behavior after yours. Is there some magic formula
that insures automatic success in counselling?
Unfortunately, no. However, knowing what to
expect and preparing yourself for it will simplify the
job and may help you become a great counsellor
instead of just a mediocre one.

Personal Preparation
Check your motives. Why do you want to be a coun-
sellor? Is it for the prestige, or because all your
friends are doing it? Be brutally honest with your-
self. If your motive is anything less than a desire to
serve the Lord by helping young people come to
know and serve Him, don’t go.

Do your homework. A visit to a Christian bookstore
or your church library will provide you with plenty
of reading material. Read two or three books on
camp counselling, underlining or making notes on
important passages. A book on the typical behavior,
problems, and needs of juniors, junior highers, and
senior highers can be invaluable, especially if it sug-
gests methods of dealing with each age group.
Consult one or two skit books, and you won’t disap-
point your campers when they expect you to enter-
tain them on Skit Night. A games and activities
book will furnish ideas for transforming a calamity
such as rain or power failure into a high adventure.

Equip your arsenal. To be effective, you must not
only have a close relationship with the Lord but also
know how to deal with a youngster’s spiritual needs.
Pray for the campers who will be in your charge,
and make sure that you can use your Bible to show
them what you believe and why. Campers of all ages
can tell when you’re faking it.

What would you say if a girl said to you, “Please
pray for Angie. I’ve been telling her she should get
baptized so she can be sure of going to heaven?”

Another camper may say, “I’m not sure I’m saved.”
Will you have an answer ready? Don’t forget
younger children; be prepared to explain their need
for salvation in terms they can understand.
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You may be asked to teach a class, help your
campers fill in their lesson books, or lead a discus-
sion of the lesson. These responsibilities require
Bible study, and the best time to do it is before you
arrive at camp. You will have very little free time as
a counsellor, so prepare in advance.

A bird’s-eye view of your duties
Get to know your campers. Learn their names imme-
diately to help them feel wanted and at ease. Be on
the lookout for problem campers; the loner, the
homesick boy or girl, the rebellious teen. Be sure to
include them in activities, keep them busy so they
don’t have time for self-pity or mischief, and above all
give them your love, even though they may reject it.

The best way to get to know your campers is to
spend time with them, and most camps are struc-
tured to make this easy. You will be surrounded by
campers at play, at meals, at bedtime. Younger chil-
dren will want to hold your hand, and older ones
will talk incessantly. At times you may feel like
screaming, “I want to be alone!” Counselling takes
large doses of prayer, patience, and humour, but you
will be rewarded with opportunities to help your
campers with their spiritual problems.

It may be tempting to compensate for all the time
you must spend with the campers by spending too
much time with other counsellors. True, there’s not
better place to make new friends than at a Christian
camp, but staying up late at night to fellowship with
others is a poor way to prepare yourself for rigors of
the following day. Be especially discreet about camp
romances. Although these experiences are thrilling
they can distract you from your main purpose–to
help your campers.

Be a leader. You may feel inadequate for the job, but
your campers–and the camp staff–will expect you to
behave like a leader. If you are afraid of thunderstorms
(and it seems as if there’s at least one heart-stopping,
ear-shattering storm every week of camp), your
campers will be afraid too. Your fears, happiness, or
enthusiasm are infectious. Keep a positive outlook.

You set an example as well in your attitude toward
the camp rules. If you don’t obey and enforce them,
you can’t expect obedience from your campers. It’s
tempting to let a few rules slide in order to be nice,
but this will only increase your problems.

Perhaps the most important influence you wield is
your approach to spiritual things. Some campers will
regard you as the ideal Christian, while others will
be watching to see if Christ is a reality in your life.

Cabin devotions provide an excellent opportunity to
meet your camper’s spiritual needs and develop their
interest in the Word of God. However, if your atti-
tude is, “Well, kids, we have to have devotions
before Lights Out, so let’s get them over,” they will
probably regard Bible study and prayer as uninter-
esting and worthless.

It’s equally important to keep up your personal
devotions, even if you have to get up early to do so.
Although you may feel like sleeping until the wake-
up bell, you will need the spiritual strength derived
from Bible study and prayer. And studying God’s
Word while perched on a rock watching the sunrise
is an unforgettable experience.

Expect the unexpected. One afternoon I was sitting
on my bed while across the cabin a young girl
bounced on her bunk. Suddenly she started crying.
Thinking she was homesick, I invited her to sit by
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me and started talking soothingly to her. In a
minute she sobbed, “I – I had a nickel in my m –
mouth, and all of a s – sudden I – I swallowed it.” I
was horrified, but didn’t panic. We walked to the
nurse’s quarters, and she gave us the reassurance we
both needed.

Minor crises like this occur almost every day, and
you should train yourself to remain calm and handle
them efficiently. If a situation arises that you aren’t
qualified to handle, request help from the person in
authority–the Dean of Men, Dean of Women, or camp
director. He or she is there to answer your questions
and take care of such emergencies as accidents, ill-
ness, and potential problems among your campers.

Reinforce your influence. Your responsibility isn’t fin-
ished when the week ends. Keep in contact with
your campers through letters, encouraging them to
read the Bible, pray, and serve the Lord every day. If
they hear from you periodically, they will remember
the lessons they learned and the spiritual decisions
they made at camp.

On the last day of camp, one counsellor had his
boys write down what they had learned and how
they wanted their lives to improve in the year ahead.
At Christmas he mailed these papers to them. Some
campers were probably ashamed as they realized
how they had fallen short of their goals; others may
have been pleased with their progress. To all of
them, it was a vivid reminder that their counsellor
still cared about them, and a useful tool in causing
them to re-evaluate their lives.

Every activity of a Christian camp–even the recre-
ation–is designed to create an atmosphere in which
young people will be receptive to the Word of God.
Such an atmosphere provides you, the counsellor,

with unparalleled opportunities to mold lives by
your example and influence. Prepare now, before the
summer begins, and you’ll increase the chances of
giving your campers a good impression–not only of
yourself, but more importantly of the Lord.

Diane Beetler was a summer camp counsellor for several
years and is a free-lance writer.
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Section E
Daily Routines at Beacon
First hours at Camp, cabin and Camp routines
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Freddie the Camper
By Keith Drury

Excitement bubbles up almost to the point of explosion inside of Freddie as the black station wagon rounds
the curve and camp looms on the horizon. For nine years Freddie has been waiting for this moment.
Freddie’s a Camper! The station wagon stops in front of the camp office and the exuberant passengers over-
flow onto the pavement, Freddie among them. His eyes dart about from building to building. ‘‘Where do we
sleep?’’ ‘‘Where’s the lake?’’ ‘‘Can I fish?’’ ‘‘What do I do now?’’

Freddie intently studies every ‘‘grown-up’’ around...‘‘which one will be my counsellor?’’ Just then he hears his
name, ‘‘Freddie...hurry...come over here and line up.’’ ‘‘Line up for what?’’ he wonders as he quickly joins the
line. At the head of the line is a table with a man and a woman behind it. Freddie stretches his neck to see
what’s going on. He steps aside to see better and one of the people near the table says, ‘‘Hey...get back in
line... or you’re goin to hafta go to the end.’’

Finally Freddie arrives at the table ... and the man and woman. ‘‘What’s your name?’’ ‘‘Freddie’’ he answers
softly. ‘‘What’s that?’’ ‘‘Freddie.’’ ‘‘Freddie What?’’ ‘‘Freddie Winters.’’ ‘‘O.K. Just a second...Where’s your
Medical?‘‘ Freddie produces a folded dirty yellow sheet. The man takes it...looks at it, then says, ‘‘Give all
your money to this lady here.’’ Freddie had been collecting soda bottles for two months to save 60 cents and
just that morning his mother had given him another 40 cents...that made one dollar...Now he had to give it
to this strange lady. The woman then said, ‘‘We’ll give you a card for this... No one spends money here at
camp.’’ Freddie figured he had worked in vain. Freddie waited for the card... The lady then said, ‘‘O.K. Now
take this yellow sheet and go with Pete here who is going to be your counsellor... Where’s Pete?’’ Someone
else said, ‘‘He’s up at the cabin.’’ ‘‘O.K. Freddie you go with Carol to the Nurse and Pete will get you later.’’
Carol says, ‘‘Come on’’ and Freddie follows her over to a red building.

Here there are swarms of kids ... all strange to Freddie, sitting around on benches. There was a Nurse in her
white dress. ‘‘I wonder if I have to get a shot?’’ Freddie hated shots! Freddie waits with Carol for what seems
like a long time, then Carol says, ‘‘There’s Pete.’’

Freddie’s heart jumps with excitement... His own counsellor... What will he be like??? Like his Dad?... Mr.
Black, his favorite teacher? Or like Uncle Tom... the one who can wiggle his ears??? Here he was! Carol was
talking to Pete. Finally Pete says ‘‘Hi! Sit here and wait a second. I’ll be right back.’’

Freddie sits down looking about at all the strange people, wondering when Pete will return. He watches what
the Nurse is doing... Every one in the front row has his shoes off... Freddie hopes he doesn’t have to undress
like he always does at the doctor’s office. The Nurse is looking in everybody’s hair with a flashlight... I won-
der if she’s looking for bugs? All these kids will see it. Will I have to go home?
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Now Pete is at his side again. ‘‘What’s your name?’’ ‘‘Freddie.’’ ‘‘Oh yeah... that’s right. Take your shoes off
Freddie.’’ Freddie takes off his shoes and places them neatly on the floor like he always does every night
before going to bed at home. Now it is his turn to go up to the Nurse. She looked at his feet... then in his
hair ... then in his ears... and finally down his throat. ‘‘O.K. Freddie go put your shoes on.’’ Pete tells him to
go sit over on the red bench till the other campers are done. He wonders which other campers might be in
his cabin. 

Finally, it’s time to go. Pete leads Freddie and four other kids over the hill, across the ball field, and up a hill
to a cabin. Pete says, ‘‘You guys can put your stuff under one of those beds there’’ and goes into a room.
Freddie looks over the cabin and here are the nicest bunks lined up you ever saw and, of course, he stands on
one to see if it works. It does. Just about that time Pete comes out, ‘‘You idiot..., get off of that bed... we
don’t stand on beds here. What’s the matter with you?’’ He gets down fast. Pete says he has to go back to get
some more kids and that they could go anywhere and see the camp but to stay out of the cabins. 

Freddie wanders down to the waterfront which he had seen coming to the cabin. Here there is a row of beau-
tiful blue and red boats all tied up at a red, white and blue dock. Freddie had never been in a boat before but
had listened with interest as his friends had talked back in the city about the boats that they had rowed at
camp. Freddie quickly hops into the nearest boat and begins to rock it dreaming he is a pirate captain of a
great ship in a stormy sea.

Just then a guy hollers from the top of the hill, ‘‘Get out of that boat you idiot... No one’s allowed in them
now.’’ Freddie murmurs something that sounds like, ‘‘How’s I supposed to know’’, then wanders to the play-
ground. Here was sand... sand and more sand. More sand than Freddie had ever seen. He had always wanted
a sandbox when he was little, but his 3rd floor apartment had no backyard. He stoops down, picks up two
huge handfuls of beautiful warm sand and flings them into the air in celebration. ‘‘Hey you kid ... whatta
you think you’re doing? You could make someone go blind!’’ shouts a man in a green uniform. Freddie mur-
murs that he’s sorry and goes to look for a bathroom. 

There’s a long dark cabin-like building nearby so he walks over and looks at each door for a sign... Someone
shouts from inside, ‘‘Get away from here... These are staff cabins. No campers are allowed near here.’’

Just then a bugle blows and it’s time for lunch. Before they sit down to eat, a man stands up at the micro-
phone and says, ‘‘We want to welcome you to Pine Knob Camp... We’re so glad you’re here.’’
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The Camper’s 
First Hour at Camp

What can the cabin leader do to help the first
hours at camp run smoothly?

1. Arrive at camp before the campers or on the bus
with the campers. This will give you time to get
settled in. It is wise to check your cabin quickly
to ensure all the lights are working, to check
screens, pillows, blankets, bedboards, broom,
waste basket and dust pan. Check that the fire
extinguisher is present and easy to access. Do not
plan to arrive at camp after it has started or to
leave early.

2. Make the cabin welcoming - posters, balloons,
and Christmas lights are some things you might
want to bring.

3. Have name tags with names clearly readable. Your
director may have given you instructions about
name tags to go with the theme.

4. If you arrived before the bus, meet the bus at 
the dining room. Find your campers and help
them carry the luggage to the cabin; help them
get settled in.

5. Try to learn every camper’s name as quickly as
possible. Help them to get to know each other.
Plan some easy get to know you activites or
games before the start of camp to facilitate this.

6. Campers and cabin leaders need to be ready for
the swimming test when the bell rings. The
leader must make sure that all campers have
changed into their swimming suits, collect and
record store money and perscription medications
by this time, unless otherwise informed by the
director. Make sure you clearly tell the campers
what is expected of them and what is going on so
they don’t feel overwhelmed in the rush.

7. Inform your campers as soon as possible about:
- the fact that we are happy they are here
- that the staff is here to help and support them
- the names of their fellow cabin mates
- location of washroom
- the camp rules
- cabin routines for devotions, bedtimes, 

cabin clean up etc...
- how the store money is handled
- names of all cabin leaders and support staff
- what is going to happen next
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Here They Come ...

A whole bus load....

and some in cars, all sizes, shapes, and colours.
Which are mine?? It is very important that you be
in camp before your campers or with them on the
bus. Your choice of the strategic bunk may be vitally
important from the first day.

Have you done all you can before hand to see that
the cabin, their home for the next few days, is ready
to receive them?

Some of the new arrivals have never been to Beacon
before and need to be welcomed by you.

At the beginning of the day, your campers will be
just a list of names. Your first task will be to match
names to faces; then you begin to work to discover
the person behind the faces.

Campers will know you before you know them. The
first few hours are very important in establishing
your relationship with them. You need to be friendly,
approachable, interested, funloving and firm. If you
sincerely love your campers, they will probably love
you in return. How we must resist the human trait
of classifying the campers into those I like and those
I dislike. Those who are the most unlovable probably
need your love and the love of the Lord Jesus most.

Rules

In spite of all their grumbling about rules, campers
appreciate knowing where they stand. Reasonable
guidelines, clearly understood, eliminate many of
the discipline problems that normally arise early in
the camp session. Camp rules will be discussed at
the first meeting of the entire camp. A reviewing of
the camp rules, along with your own expectations
for camper behaviour in the cabin, will clarify mat-
ters and give opportunity for the campers to ask
questions. Make sure each camper understands
where he/she is to be at all times.
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A Typical Beacon Day

Beacon days are hardly ever typical, but each one
has some standard elements.  

Staff Meeting
Because Beacon days are usually not typical, staff
meetings are a vital part of a cabin leader’s day.
These meetings occur each morning before breakfast
or soon after breakfast. All cabin leaders are expect-
ed to attend and to arrive on time. This is a time to
- plan the day’s activities
- share concerns about campers with the directors
- communicate with the rest of the staff team –

enjoy the adult conversation!
- be encouraged from the Lord
- pray together

The staff meeting is a time to listen to each other,
support each other practically and in prayer, build
unity among staff, and communicate important
information specific to that camp. It is not a time to
gossip, complain, or slander. Here is an excellent
guideline for staff meeting discussions: 
- before you say it, ask yourself; is this kind? 

Is this necessary?

Meals
The Beacon Dining Room is an important place.
Meals can be a great time for you to get to know
your campers. They are also places where the cabin
leader’s patience and grace will be put to the test.
This is not a time to put your feet up and relax! The
wise cabin leader works hard to make meals enjoy-
able for campers.

Proper attire must be worn to the dining hall –
shoes and shirts, no bathing suits. Campers are
expected to wash their hands before meals. Especial-
ly at the junior camps, ensure that campers use the
washroom before each meal.

Campers are seated at the tables by cabins. The wise
cabin leader sits on a bench toward the middle of
the table so that he or she can help in serving and
passing food. The cabin leader should assist campers
so that each one gets a fair portion. With younger
campers, it may be necessary to serve each one. It is
expected that campers and staff will serve themselves
an amount they will eat. Wasting food should be
discouraged. Please encourage campers to try some
of everything, even if only a little.  

When a cook brings a bowl of food to the table it
will help if you take the bowl from him or her and
find a place on the table to set it down. Encourage
campers to take the bowl or platter when it is passed
to them. They should help themselves to a reason-
able amount and pass it on. Remind them that the
bowl needs to make it all the way around the table.
Be aware of what your campers are eating and
drinking and make sure everyone has enough.

Excellent table manners are expected in the dining
hall at Beacon. Set an example for your campers of
polite behaiour at the table. Encourage them to talk
with each other and enjoy one another’s company. It
is quite likely that you will have spills especially at
Junior camps. Help the campers clean them up with
a minimum of fuss.

The dining room guideline is that only one camper
should be up from the table at a time. Each cabin
should choose one person to be the gopher for the
meal. The gopher is the only person who should be
up while the table is being cleared. This minimizes
the chaos at the end of the meal. Some cabins rotate
using a different person each meal. It sets a good
example if the cabin leader takes his or her turn.
Some older campers prefer a random system like
touching noses. * Please don’t start clearing the
table until the signal from the head cook is given.
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Announcements usually end meals at Beacon.
Campers often are quite restless between the end of
the meal and announcements. It is important to stay
with your table during this time, and to set an
example by listening during announcements. 

Free Time
Free time for the camper is a time when no definite
program is planned. It is the cabin leaders reponsi-
bility to be with campers at this time. Often
campers join in impromptu games or use the equip-
ment (like stilts, tether ball, box hockey, ping pong,
and sports equipment) that is provided for times
like these. As you have opportunity, join in and play
with the campers; it often means a lot to them. If
there is a large block of free time in the schedule,
you should initiate some games with some campers.

Use the free time, and the moments between activi-
ties to befriend campers. Never discount the value
of an informal chat. More introverted campers are
often neglected in favour of the extroverts who hunt
out the cabin leader. Both types of campers need
attention; be careful not to overlook any camper.

You will do well to remember, particularly as the ses-
sion progresses, that the Holy Spirit works throughout
the day. Deeper concerns are burning in the hearts
of young campers than appear on the surface. 

Lighthouse Lessons
Campers will be seated by cabins with their cabin
leaders to assist them. If your campers occupy two
rows of chairs, try and be seated in the centre of the
second row to make your group easy to supervise.
Join heartily in the singing to set a good example.

Be ready to help the camper who has difficulty in
finding the passages being referred to in the Bible.

A friendly smile with fingers across your lips will
usually quiet the furtive whisperer. A firm stare ulti-
mately reaches the determined disturber. Moving a
chronic problem camper to sit beside you will be a
help to him/her and the entire meeting.

Activities
Activities usually occupy the morning between the
morning lesson and lunch, and in the afternoon
between swimming and supper. Cabin Leaders are
normally responsible for running or helping with an
activity. If you are in charge of an activity, be pre-
pared. Ensure that the proper equipment is available
and in good working order before the activity starts.
Make sure that what you have planned will last for
the appropriate length of time. Be flexible; often
plans need to be modified depending on the weath-
er, the skill of campers or other unpredictable fac-
tors. If you are helping out with an activity, be on
time and prepared to have fun. Enthusiasm is conta-
gious – if the leaders are enthusiastic about an activ-
ity, the campers will be too.

Sports, Wide Games, 
and Special Events
Special events or games that involve the whole camp
require the cabin leader’s enthusiastic presence. The
person in charge of an event will appreciate your
enthusiasm and co-operation. Your attitude toward
these events strongly influences the attitude of 
the campers.  

If you are not given a specific task, participate in the
game with campers. The safety of all participants is
an important priority. Staff and campers need to be
aware of the possible risks in an event or game and
keep those risks to a minimum.

Remember, sports and games at camp are for the
enjoyment of the camper, not as a platform to dis-
play the dazzling expertise of the cabin leader.
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Swimming
Swimming is potentially the most dangerous activity
at camp. Cabin leaders must be at the waterfront
during swimming time, and should be in the water
some of that time. A few cabin leaders splashing
about with the non-swimmers will help make the
time enjoyable for them and is a good time to build
positive relationships with campers.

Obey and enforce all the waterfront rules. Do not
push people into the water from the dock or raft.
God has given us freedom from serious accidents for
many years. Let us do our utmost, with His help, to
avoid any tragedies in the future. Even if you are a
non-swimmer, your eyes are needed at the water-
front to spot the camper in trouble in the water.

Campers should leave jewellry and other items they
don’t want to get wet, or lose in their cabins during
swim time.

The waterfront rules which follow are fairly stan-
dard for the junior and senior camps. At family
camps, young children should be accompanied by at
least one parent during swimming. A different sys-
tem of keeping track of swimmers may be used at
family camps at the waterfront director’s discretion.

Don’t be afraid to step up and take charge if a camper’s
safety is at stake, especially at the waterfront.

Waterfront Rules
1. All campers and staff are assigned swim numbers.

A list of numbers is to be posted before the first
swim. The number board is used to keep track of
who is at the waterfront. Staff and campers must
turn ONLY their own numbers.

2. There must be three qualified guards on duty (if
fewer than 20 swimmers, there may be two guards).
a) guards are on duty and are not to be distracted
by other staff or campers 
b) the waterfront director is to be at the water-
front during swimming, but may not necessarily
be guarding
c) guards are to report to the waterfront quickly,
in swim suits.  Corrective lenses should be worn
by guards. 

3. Number calls occur frequently. During the num-
ber calls, all persons (staff included) are to remain
still and quiet.

4. If a person is missing, the emergency procedures
must begin immediately, even if some people
report having seen the person leave the area.

5. If boating is permitted by the waterfront director,
lifejackets must be worn in canoes or paddleboats.
Inner tubes or other equipment can also only be
used with permission. Waterfront directors should
clearly set limits on the use of this equipment.

6. Emergency equipment (masks, fins, throwing
aids, etc.) is for emergencies only. It is not to be
used otherwise.

7. Walk on the dock. Do not run becuase it can be
slippery. Do not push people off the raft or dock.
Only dive off the end of the dock, and toward
the deep end off the raft.
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8. Campers (and staff ) should slide feet first down
the slide. Do not dive or jump off the railing of
the diving tower.

9. Swimming is only allowed at designated times
and inside the swimming area. There is no night
swimming. Don’t play on the buoy lines marking
the swimming area.

10. Strong swimmers may be given permission to
swim across the lake during swim time. Each
swimmer is to be accompanied by a responsible
person in a rowboat, who stays close to the
swimmer. One swimmer per rowboat.

Beacon’s waterfront

Legend:
A Main chair lifeguard
B Lifeguard
C Counsellor (C1/C2 - either)
1, 2 and 3

Designated swimming areas
Buoy lines
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Beacon Waterfront Procedures

Qualifications
Director - 18 yrs and older

- NLS or Bronze Cross with 
Red Cross Instructors

Lifeguard - 16 yrs and older
- Bronze Medallion

(All qualifications must be current.)

Number of Lifeguards on Duty
Number Number of People 
of Guards in Water
2 1 to 25
3 26 to 100

Waterfront Director must be at waterfront during
all swimming periods.
- Camp files must have photocopies of certification

cards for all qualified staff.
- Qualified staff must be present at all designated

swimming times, includng trips having swimming
on the third lake.

- Lifeguards and cabin leaders on duty, are to report
to the waterfront promptly at swimming time, in a
swim suit.  If the lifeguard wears corrective lenses,
they should be worn.

- When lifeguards are on duty, they are not 
to be distracted by other lifeguards, cabin leaders
or campers.

- All staff must be given a number and be included
in the number call.

Responsibilities of Waterfront Director
1. Obtain list of campers from camp director and

assign a swimming number to each camper.
Cabin leaders and any other staff who will be
swimming during swimming times must also
have a number. Have several copies of the list
available. This list should also have any pertinent
information, ie. medical problems that could
affect the camper on the waterfront.

2. Ensure that camp files have photocopies of certi-
fication for all qualified staff. Also ensure that
incident reports are filled out and put on file as
soon after the incident as possible.

3. Draw up a schedule for lifeguards and cabin lead-
ers guarding during swim periods. A copy of this
should be posted in the office at the Lighthouse
and you should have a copy yourself.

4. In the first staff meeting, explain number calls,
expectations of lifeguards and cabin leaders in
assigned spots (hand out copies of job descrip-
tions for each position), emergency procedure,
incident report forms. Encourage staff to centre
their attention on their guarding duties when in
position rather than socializing with the campers.
All staff who have guarding duties must wear a
swim suit while at the waterfront. Also encourage
staff on guard duty to report PROMPTLY to the
lake at swim time.

5. Explain swimming rules, tell campers their num-
bers, explain number call procedures and use of
number board just before first swimming period.
Again, try to convey the seriousness of the use 
of the number board as well as the speed and 
efficiency of the number call. It has been effective
to practise the number calls in the Lighthouse
before going to the lake as the campers learn
what is expected before actually experiencing it.
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6. During first swimming time for the Boys’ and Girls’
camps, perform swim test to determine campers’
swimming strength. See sheet for procedure.

7. During first or second swimming period, an emer-
gency drill should be implemented so that all staff
and campers are informed as to what their role is.
See separate sheet for procedure. A suggestion to
help campers is to simulate an emergency or to place
a T-shirt or towel in the shallow end for campers
to locate. Care must be taken in simulations to
avoid panic or undue stress on campers. Staff sear-
ching the deep end should also practise at this time
to get a feel for the area as well as the time frame.

8. Ensure that each guarding position has a func-
tioning whistle and throwing aid. Make sure that
search equipment is out on dock during swim
period and is put in Boathouse with the throwing
aids at end of swim period. Before leaving the
lake area make sure that all numbers have been
properly put on board.

Responsibilities of Lifeguards
(See diagram for section of swimming area to be
focused on by each position. See Emergency Procedures
for job during an emergency).

1. Main Chair
- must be a qualified person (NLS, Bronze Cross
or Medallion)
- is person in charge - answerable to Waterfront
Director and Camp Director
- ensures all guards are in place before allowing
swimming on dock or in water
- must have whistle, number list, throwing aid or
pole and watch
- responsible to initiate number calls every 
5-7 minutes
- calls out names of those slow in responding 
to number
- initiates Missing Person Procedure
- keeps track of times for and initiates guard
changes at end of a number call while swimmers
remain still
- ensures all swimmers’ numbers are placed in the
OUT position before leaving waterfront
- ensures all equipment is brought out to water-
front before swimming period begins and retur-
ned to boathouse before leaving waterfront area
- keeps a general eye on the whole 
swimming area

2. Diving Platform
- must be qualified person
- must have whistle and throwing aid
- allows 4-5 persons on platform at one time for
safety reasons
- ensures that everyone who jumps off platform
resurfaces within a reasonable time (30 seconds)
- does not permit jumping or diving off railings
- helps maintain silence and no unnecessary
motion in assigned area during number calls
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- will be first person to swimmer in suspected
spinal injury from diving platform after alerting
main chair
- remains at post until all swimmers have left
water at end of swimming period
- focus attention on campers diving off tower and
section three of waterfront

3. Slide
- must be qualified person
- must have whistle and throwing aid
- allows one person on slide at a time
- ensures people go down feet first only
- ensures that everyone going down slide resur-
faces within a reasonable time (30 seconds)
- helps maintain silence and no unnecessary
motion in assigned area during number calls
- will be first person to swimmer in suspected
spinal injury from slide after alerting main chair
- remains at post until all swimmers have left the
water at the end of swimming period
- watches campers go down slide and come up,
and keeps general eye on section one of waterfront

4. Dock Shallow End
- must be a responsible staff member
- must have whistle and throwing aid
- ensures people do not run on dock
- reads off numbers that are marked OUT during
number call
- keeps eye on pathway to see that people do 
not come down or go up without changing 
their numbers
- alerts Main Chair the second a swimmer in dif-
ficulty is located
- at end of swimming period – goes immediately
to head of pathway and reminds swimmers to
change their numbers
- watches section one of waterfront

5. Deep End Dock or Raft
- must be a responsible staff member
- must have whistle and throwing aid
- ensures that anyone diving off end of dock
resurfaces within a reasonable time (30 seconds)
- alerts Main Chair if a swimmer in difficulty 
is spotted
- helps maintain silence and no unnecessary
movement in assigned area during number call
- at end of swimming period, goes immediately
to head of pathway to remind swimmers to
change their numbers
- watches section two of waterfront

N.B. These are the minimum guidelines that should 
be followed. Additions and adaptations can be made to
facilitate staff and camp situation.

Whistles
1 Blast: Stop and listen
1 Blast + 2 blasts: Begin number call
2 Blasts: Guard alert
1 Long blast: Clear the water

Main Chair is responsible for these whistles at all
times. Except: Swimmer in trouble is spotted by
other lifeguards
- Another person is directing an emergency procedure
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Swim Test Procedures
- Areas are determined at discretion of lifeguards.
- EVERY CAMPER MUST COMPLETE TEST -

despite reports of high swimming skill.  If record
of test is present from previous year, camper does
not need to be tested again unless he/she is not
happy with assigned area.

- Campers can opt out of test and will therefore be
assigned to area #1.

- Campers should be able to retest throughout camp
session if they wish to improve their status.

- Any camper stating inability to swim should not
be made to do test and will be assigned to area #1.

- Number of designated area will be put on all
copies of swimming lists.

Method of Testing:
- Swimming a distance agreed upon by the water-

front director. Suggest: 
Jr. Camps – back and forth along middle 
buoy line
Sr. Camps – around buoy line marking deep end

- Treading water for 3-5 minutes (necessary for
number calls)

AREA 1 - reports to be a non-swimmer
- unable to complete half required distance
- unable to tread water

AREA 2 - camper can swim at least half the 
distance required without tiring
- able to tread water without tiring for 
3-5 minutes

AREA 3 - camper is able to swim required 
distance strongly
- able to tread water without tiring for 
3-5 minutes

Family Camp
Family Camp differs from the Jr. and Sr. Camps in
that the Waterfront Director can change the system
around because of the age of the children. Children
8 yrs. and under must be accompanied to the water-
front by one parent and supervised. All other chil-
dren and swimmers must swim in a buddy system
and report to the head lifeguard when they come to
the waterfront, telling who their buddy is, and when
they leave the waterfront.
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Morning Devotions

Purpose
- To give the camper personal time with God at the

beginning of the day 
- To help the camper grow spiritually.
- To teach the camper how he or she can carry on a

personal quiet time when he or she gets home.
- To help the camper see that the Bible can be an

important part of his or her life.

Method
- Use the provided outline for the particular camp

session. These are usually selected by the director
from what is available commercially, or written by
a staff member for a specific camp.

- See the daily devotional directions below.

Characteristics of a good devotional outline
- Appropriate for the age group.
- Spiritually challenging 
- Interesting.
- Not too long.
- Suitable and pertinent to the camper’s needs.
- Lead to the camper examining him or herself by

God’s standards.
- It should flow into prayer.

Daily devotional directions
This is a suggested method which could lead campers
to gradually be able to do the moring devotions on
their own.

Day 1
a) Cabin leader should pray aloud asking that God

would, by His Holy Spirit, teach each camper
from His word.

b) Ask a camper (a good reader) to read the passage.
c) Read the questions one by one and discuss with

the camper what the answer might be. The
campers should write the answer in their own
words. Do not preach a sermon.

d) Cabin leader should pray, thanking God for spe-
cific help today.

Day 2
a) Ask if a camper would like to pray today that

God will help us get something special from the
Bible. (Yesterday the cabin leader did it.)

b) Have the campers read aloud in turn through the
passage. (One camper read yesterday.)

c) Ask someone to tell what the story is about. This
helps them to read with understanding.

d) Ask the campers to read the questions themselves
and answer them on their own as best they can.

e) When the group is about finished, take up the
answers to each question as a whole group.  
Note - try and help your campers to see that the idea
is not to get one specific answer, but for each one to
get something for him or herself.

f ) Cabin leader pray as in Day 1.

Day 3
a) Ask campers each to pray quietly for help in their

quiet time.
b) Campers read in turn again today.
c) Ask a camper to tell what happened in the story.
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d) Campers work independently on the devotions
e) Take up answers as a group.
f ) Ask if a camper would like to thank God for

something he/she learned today. (Yesterday the
cabin leader did it.)

Day 4 
a) Each camper prays silently.
b) Campers read silently.
c) Have a camper tell the story in their own words

(do not use the same camper each day.)
d) Have campers answer the questions.
e) Discuss the answers as before.
f ) Each one should pray silently thanking God for

something received through the Word.  Also pray
for the camp program.

Day 5 
a) Each camper prays silently (camper is on his/her

own today.)
b) Camper reads silently.  Ask them to notice for

themselves what the passage is about.
c) Campers answer the questions.
d) Ask campers which questions helped them 

most today.
e) Each one prays silently, as yesterday.

Day 6
a) Individual quiet time.
b) Help individuals as needed.
c) Go to them and quietly assist them to get going

on their own.

Day 7
a) Proceed as in day 6.
b) Campers should be encouraged to commit them-

selves to a daily Bible reading program when they
leave camp.

Rest Period

In the hour after lunch, campers will be in their
cabins having a time of rest. Since the camp pro-
gram is so busy and so physical, it is important, 
particularly for the younger camps, that campers 
recharge during this time.

Rest period is not usually a rest for cabin leaders,
but it can be a valued time to build friendships with
campers and to be the Lord’s servant.

One of the best ways to insure that you, the cabin
leader, establish and maintain the tone of this time
is to make sure that you get to the cabin promptly
after the meal. If you linger, chances are that by the
time you get there, a camper will have decided how
the rest time will progress. This may be fine with
certain groups but with others it may spell disaster.
It’s a good idea for the cabin leader to set the tone
of the rest period the very first day. Make sure the
campers go to the washroom before rest period.

The wise cabin leader plans ways to use this time
well long before camp.
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Suggestions For Rest Period

1. Rest
2. Write letters
3. Learn memory verses - if the cabin leader does,

the campers will
4. Games – for example chess and checkers, board

games, I Spy, word games, 20 questions ...
5. Read a story, continue it day by day.
6. Tell a story.
7. Campers make up their own story. Cabin leader

starts out, “Once there was a strange animal that
had a gentle heart but it’s appearance was very
strange. It had a very large protruding” ... next
person goes on a bit then leaves the following
person hanging.

8. Discuss a topic - smoking, drugs, alcohol, etc.
9. Talk with campers about their home situation.

ie. pets, brothers and sisters, school, type of
house, etc.  This can be of value for follow-up.

10. Teach campers an easy craft.
11. Ask for suggestions of ways to make camp better.
12. Have campers tell about trips they’ve taken.
13. Listen to stories on tapes or records. (Bring the

equipment to camp when you come.)  
14. Plan how you can better clean and decorate the

cabin for cabin inspection.
15. Have campers tell about a person who has been

a positive influence in their life and how. Then
you share.

16. Have campers tell which Bible character they
would like to have been and why.

Evening Devotions

Purpose
- A time to review the spiritual truths of the day.
- A time to answer questions of a spiritual nature.
- To end the day on a spiritual note.
- A good time to thank the Lord and pray for needs.
- May lead to an excellent opportunity to 

counsel individual camper, re: his or her relation-
ship to Christ.

- Helps settle the campers down at day’s end.

Evening devotions are not
- for the cabin leader to preach an 

additional sermon.
- solely for verse learning.
- to be devoted only to prayers.

Choosing a topic:
1. Ask if there are any questions arising out of the

meetings and lessons of the day.
2. Ask if a camper has a special topic.
3. Perhaps a camper has asked a question privately

which suggests a need in the group.  (Don’t cen-
tre the questioner out.)

4. Cabin leader’s choice – see suggested topics.



Suggested topics
a) What do you think a Christian really is?
b) How does a person become a Christian?
c) The future for the Christian and the non-Christian.
d) Profanity. e) Pornography.
f ) Obeying the government.
g) How can one be a Christian in 

a non-Christian home?
h) How can I live like a Christian and not lose all

my friends or look stupid?
i) Where can I get a Bible reading program at home?
j) What is prayer, why is it important, 

how and when?
k) Smoking. q) Drugs.
l) Peer pressure. r) Popular music.
m) Accepting yourself. s) Drinking.
n) Peer relationships. t) Homosexuality.
o) Relationships u) Movies.

with parents. v) healthy sexuality.
p) Abortion. Ps. 139:13-16

Prayer
- For younger campers it is good to discuss what

prayer is, to whom we are speaking, why we pray
and what Amen means.

- Campers should not feel forced to pray.
- Either a willing camper or the cabin leader should

begin. The cabin leader should keep his or her
prayer short. He/she might speak about who God
is prior to prayer. Praying in a circle helps (pray
after the person next to you). If a camper does not
wish to participate he or she can simply say “I
pass”. Cabin leader could close with prayer.

- Conversational or sentence prayer sometimes helps
a camper to begin to pray out loud.

Avoid prayers which:
- are very general,  for example, bless everyone in

the whole world.
- are long and rambling.
- are repetitious, each camper parroting 

the previous person.
- are memorized and said in a monotonous way.
- are joke prayers.
- are silly prayers.

Campers should be made to realize that when they
pray they are in personal contact with a Holy and 
loving God. If the session degenerates to nonsense and
giggling, it should be terminated by the cabin leader.

After Devotions
Some cabin leaders find the time immediately after
the campers are in bed an excellent time to move
quietly from bed to bed saying good-night to the
campers. A word of praise or encouragement at this
time can help greatly to make each camper know he
or she is loved and appreciated. 
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Rainy Day Activities at Beacon:

Because rain days will occur at Beacon, it is important
that the staff be prepared ahead of time to make
those as much fun and as interesting as the many
sunny days. There are descriptions and rules for a
variety of indoor games available in the staff office
in the lighthouse.
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Section F
The Camper
Spiritual Needs, Human Development, 
Cabin Management

Human Development

Children are not just small teenagers or adults. Children, teens and adults all behave differently because they
are at different stages of life, and so have different ways of thinking, feeling, and behaving. Understanding
the stages of human development can help you work with different age groups more effectively.

People develop at different rates. Remember that each camper is a unique individual, and these theories describe
groups, not individuals. Get to know each camper as a person. Don’t expect campers of the same age to all be
at the same stage or level of development.
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How people think about and perceive the world at different ages:

Age Major Characteristics

0-2 - child understands the world through what they can SENSE and DO
- interesting sensations hold child’s attention, and actions which provide those interesting sensations

are repeated
- at about 8-12 months child recognizes familiar people and understands primitive causality, 

for example mommy waving bye bye means mommy is leaving
- as language develops, child moves into next stage

2-4 - similar objects may be thought identical
- reasons from particular to particular, for example Ginger is a golden lab, there is a golden lab, 

it must be Ginger

4-7 - difficulty comparing quantity – one big present is less exciting than five smaller presents, a piece of
cake on a small plate seems bigger than the same sized piece on a larger plate

- egocentric – cannot easily take view of others 
- children often have collective monologues rather than conversations – for example A will talk at B

about building blocks and B will talk at A about the marbles and how they roll in the carpet
- can classify objects into groups, but can confuse sub-groups with the larger category – for example

won’t know the difference between maintenance staff and cabin leaders, they are all staff
- can count and do simple addition and subtraction, sometimes need objects to help them
- children understand examples using concrete objects they have experienced; they have difficulty

picturing something they have never seen or experienced
- can use symbols like writing, smiley faces, hearts
- spoken language is developing rapidly

7-12+ - can compare sizes of objects easily
- growing awareness of complexity of the world around them, for example garbage has to go some-

where, it doesn’t just disappear, therefore, recycling is important.
- begins to think about and evaluate the concrete world around them; doesn’t think abstractly yet
- beginning to understand sequences, especially sequence of time and tells many long stories about

what happened next (and then, and then)
- can easily categorize objects and people into groups and sub-groups

12+ - can deal with hypothetical or ideals in thought –lots of ‘what if ’ speculation
- developing the ability to reason more abstractly rather than only about concrete ‘real’ things.

Note: the ability to think abstractly is aquired at very different rates by different people; some people
never fully aquire this ability
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Not only do people learn at different rates, they also learn in different ways. A psychologist named Howard
Gardener has theorized that people think and learn in six different ways. Everyone learns in all these ways,
but are stronger in some areas than others. 

Linguistic: learning using language by reading, listening and talking
Musical: learning using music and rhythm
Logical-Mathematical: learning using numbers and rational problem solving
Spatial: learning by representing things visually, for example posters, skits
Bodily-Kinesthetic: learing by doing and moving
Inter-personal: learning by interacting with other people
Intra-personal: learning by personal reflection
Naturalistic: learning by exploring connections between things, as a scientist

When you are teaching campers, try and include as many of these ways of learning in your lessons as possible,
so that each camper has an opportunity to learn the way that is most comfortable for them. This holds true
whether you are explaining the rules to Ultimate Frisbee, teaching canoeing, or leading the Bible lesson.
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People develop in all areas of life, not just in their ability to think. A theologian named James Fowler suggests
six stages of faith.

Stage of Faith Age Description

0. Undifferentiated faith 0-3 For infants and toddlers, the parents form an image 
of God.

1. Intuitive-Projective faith 3-7 The visible faith of parents strongly affects child. Deep
emotions, long lasting impressions (positive or negative)
from this age can influence later faith.

2. Mythical-Literal faith 7+ The world is seen as black and white. There is a strong need
for fairness. People affected by symbolic and dramatic
materials They usually accept what they are told at face
value and takes things very literally.

3. Synthetic-Conventional faith 12+ People take their identity from the faith community; their
values conform to the values of the group. Those outside
the group are viewed with suspicion. They tend to look up
to those they respect as people whose words have authority

4. Individuative-Reflective faith 20+ It takes a long time to make the transition into this stage,
and may not happen until a person is in their 20’s and
beyond. The person reflects critically on their faith. They
examine, reconstruct, and take ownership of faith. At this
point, some people leave the faith group they were a part
of during their earlier development.

5. Conjunctive faith 40+ This is a multileveled faith, involving tensions and para-
doxes between ideal and real worlds. Symbols used in the
Bible and/or in church are meaningful because of the
depth of reality they represent. People tend to be more
accepting of diversity.

6. Universalizing faith Older This stage is seldom reached. An individual becomes 
adults a disciplined and activist incarnation of faith. Their faith

transforms them, then they transform those around them.
An integrated person, their faith radically affects all areas
of their life. For example – Mother Theresa.
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As you interact with campers, you should try to be aware of where your campers are in their faith development.
As Christ’s ambassador at Beacon, you should do some reflecting about where you are in your faith development.

The following table, by camp, includes some age group characteristics of campers. Add your own observations

Junior camper Age 9,10,11

Physical Very active, needs a variety of experiences, especially out of  doors. 
Noisy (especially boys).

Mental Explorer, collector, reader, observer, memorizer, thinker.
Social Peer conscious, sexes segregate, competitive.
Emotional Expressive, impatient, loves humour, hero worshipper.
Spiritual Understands the plan of salvation presented simply. Needs good instruction with

personal application.

Senior camper Age 12, 13, 14

Physical Complicated changes, rapid growth, sexual development, starts to want privacy.
Mental Begins to think abstractly, critical, questions everything.
Emotional Fluctuates, moody (very angry to friendly, happy to sad)
Social Strong peer groups (cliques), begins independence from home.
Spiritual Needs challenge to complete and total commitment, may be unstable due 

to questioning.

Co-Ed camper Age 15, 16

Physical Slower growth, appearance is important.
Mental Reasons, wants independence in thinking.
Social Friendly, home ties weaken, interest in the opposite sex, smaller closer group 

of friends.
Emotional Wants to experience new thrills, action.
Spiritual Personal faith, needs outstanding leadership, increasing doubt.
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Cabin Management

Prov. 22:6 Train (discipline) a child in the way he
should go.

Eph. 6:4 Bring children up in the training &
instruction of the Lord.

1 Thes. 2:7,11 We were gentle among you like a
mother caring for her little children.

A cabin leader is a surrogate* parent. 
(*Surrogate – a person appointed by authority to act 
in place of another.)

A cabin leader is a friend, confidant, protector 
and shepherd.

A cabin leader is not a policeman, member of the
R.C.M.P. nor a spy.

Cabin management is primarily preventative. If the
cabin leader relates to campers with genuine love
and interest, many problems will never arise. If you
expect your campers to be nothing but trouble, they
will live up to your expectations. If you expect to
have a great time with them, you will.

Keep your eyes open for potential problems; they
can often be avoided. There are many things cabin
leaders can do to prevent troublesome situations
from developing. For example:
1. Make campers aware of camp rules, and your

expectations. Reinforce them gently, consistently,
and continuously. 

2. Model appropriate behaviour and attitudes.
Campers follow what they see around them.

3. When seating campers in meetings, plan to have
the less troublesome sit in the row ahead of you,
while you seat the potential problem campers
within close range of you.

4. Be with campers during free time, rest period,
and in the evening. This will often prevents prob-
lems from developing. Spending time with
campers is the best way of managing a cabin.

When an incident with a camper arises:
- Remain calm and not emotionally involved.
- Try to see the situation from the camper’s 

perspective.  
- Do not let an incident destroy the remainder 

of the day.
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Principles of 
Cabin Management

1. Discipline campers individually and privately –
be gentle with their egos, never belittling campers
or embarrassing them in front of friends. Avoid
negative comments such as, “Don’t be such a
wimp” or “Do you know why these guys don’t
like you?” Discipline should be administered
away from the curious eyes of gloating onlookers,
unless the wrong action is being done in a group
and affects the whole group. The camper should
never be laughed at. Self-esteem is the most frag-
ile attribute in human nature.

2. Be specific – What is it you want the camper to
stop/start doing? Don’t give a directive and end it
with “OK?”

3. Give praise whenever possible. Look for potential
not perfection. But be honest.

4. Don’t put the camper down – deal with the
wrong action, not the personality of the camper.
Criticism focuses on the character/personality;
correction focuses on the behaviour. Deal with
specific incidencts.

5. Focus on what is to be done about the situation.
The “why” it happened and “who” is to blame
can be dealt with later. Avoid saying “You always
do such and such,” or “You never do such and
such.” State what you saw or heard. Explain why
you have a problem with what you saw or heard.

6. Recognize individual needs – discipline according
to individual need, but be fair. Don’t play
favourites. Also be aware of circumstances that
might be contributing to poor behaviour, i.e.
hungry, tired, sick, excited, etc. Extreme behav-
iour can also be caused by chemical imbalances.

7. Don’t lecture – explain things simply, in the least
amount of words. Tell them what needs to be
done. Avoid angry or demoralizing words such as,
“You could at least do the right thing once!” 

8. Build positive relationships – you’ve been placed
in authority but you must earn their respect.
Usually you are not classed with the other
authority figures (for example parents or teachers)
in their minds. Once you earn respect, manag-
ment problems are more easily dealt with.

9. Admit it when you are wrong – willingly. They
know it. Don’t try to excuse yourself. Apologize
to a camper if you offend him or her, and ask for
forgiveness. If you offended the camper publicly,
apologize publicly.

10. Choose discipline that fits the situation. For
example, don’t take marks off cabin clean up 
if the camper is late for the evening meeting.
Perhaps if he or she continued cleaning prior to
the morning meeting and this made him or her
late the loss of marks would be appropriate. Always
use the least amount of discipline possible.

Use positive reinforcement to encourage
campers to behave in an appropriate way. The
threat of the cabin leader’s anger is the least
effective motivator, it only breeds fear, bitter-
ness, resentment, and lack of respect.

It is unwise and unfair to punish a camper for
his/her understandable immaturity and childish-
ness. *A camper was eating what he called “a
square meal”. Each forkful was lifted straight
up, then a right angle to the mouth. The cabin
leader becoming upset said “For that you get no
dessert”. When the dessert arrived the camper’s
brother gave some of his to the offender. 
“You don’t get any either” said the cabin leader
snatching the dish. Soon the incident escalated
far beyond its importance.
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11. Never  discipline to “get even”. Never discipline
because your feelings or pride have been hurt or
your self-esteem has been injured. Never disci-
pline because you are angry. Be sure you demon-
strate self-discipline and good manners. Don’t
use tactics similar to those you wish to eliminate.

12. Be firm - don't be wishy-washy.  Don’t take a
definite position on an issue until you have
thought it over thoroughly – then stick with it.
Don’t allow yourself to be coaxed into changing.
Don’t argue, plead, scold, or discuss it – state
your decision calmly, and expect the campers to
follow through.

13. Respond to the challenge if a camper directly
challenges your authority. Campers are expected
to show respect for cabin leaders. Look the
camper in the eye and state calmly, clearly, and
firmly what you want done. If necessary, take
the camper to your superior. You should not see
this camper as a threat but should try to win
him or her over.

Avoid providing opportunities for campers to
challenge you by giving a minimum of orders.
Avoid power struggles with campers.

Some Hints
1. Determine to be the kind of cabin leader who

keeps his or her word. This helps the camper to
know that you can be depended on in matters of
fun and discipline.

2. Don’t be a constant yeller. If you always yell,
campers will just start yelling back.

3. Be in charge. For example, if it is necessary to
confiscate a camper’s flashlight, knife, playing
cards, etc., do it calmly and firmly.

4. Do not make threats that you are not prepared to
follow through on.

5. Talk to the troublemaker privately. When a child
is corrected in front of others he or she may “lose
face” with his or her peers; or he or she may react
to impress them. When the camper is corrected
personally he or she should realize that it is his or
her problem and that the solution calls for a
change in his or her behaviour. A camper may
offer excuses for the inappropriate behaviour like,
“It’s not my fault.” “How am I supposed to
know?” “Nobody told me!” “It broke!” Cabin
leaders must listen carefully and determine
whether an excuse is legitmate or not.  Stress
“what did you do?” rather than “why?”.

6. Keep your anger under control. Anger leads to
actions beyond one’s control and has an adverse
effect, not only on the problem child but the 
whole camp.

7. Restore order quickly and calmly. After someone’s
behaviour disrupts the group, get things under
control and proceed as if nothing happened. By
including the troublemaker, if possible, in the
group activity you help restore the group spirit
and get the situation back to normal. 

A school principal was in the habit of writing the
offenses of a child sent to him on a blackboard in
his office. When the problem had been discussed
and the consquence given out, the principal
would ceremoniously erase the offence before the
child returned to his classroom. This allowed the
child the opportunity to start afresh with a clean
slate, just as God does for us.
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“Dear cabin leader”

1. Don’t spoil me. I know quite well that I ought not to have all I ask for. I am only testing you.

2. Don’t be afraid to be firm with me. I prefer it. It makes me feel more secure.

3. Don’t let me form bad habits. I have to rely on you to detect them in the early stages.

4. Don’t make me feel smaller than I am. It only makes me behave stupidly “big”.

5. Don’t correct me in front of people if you can avoid it. 
I’ll take much more notice if you talk quietly with me in private.

6. Don’t protect me from consequences. I need to learn the painful way sometimes.

7. Don’t take too much notice of my small ailments. I am quite capable of trading on them.

8. Don’t nag. If you do, I shall have to protect myself.

9. Don’t make rash promises. Remember that I feel badly let down when promises are broken.

10. Don’t forget that I cannot explain myself as well as I would like. 
That is why I am not always very accurate.

11. Don’t be inconsistent. That completely confuses me and makes me lose faith in you.

12. Don’t put me off when I ask a question. 
If you do, you will find I will stop asking and seek information elsewhere.

13. Don’t tell me my fears are silly. 
They are terribly real, and you can do much to reassure me if you try to understand.
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Campers learn what they live

If a camper lives with criticism,
He learns to condemn.

If a camper lives with hostility,
He learns to fight.

If a camper lives with ridicule,
He learns to be shy.

If a camper lives with shame,
He learns to feel guilty.

If a camper lives with encouragement,
He learns confidence.

If a camper lives with praise,
He learns to appreciate.

If a camper lives with fairness,
He learns justice.

If a camper lives with security,
He learns to have faith.

If a camper lives with approval,
He learns to like himself.

If a camper lives with acceptance and friendship,
He learns to find love in the world.
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Controlling the Will 
Without Wounding the Spirit

Since campers feelings about themselves are so fragile,
and since their self image is so important, it is neces-
sary to have tact in controlling their will so that their
spirit and growth as a person are not adversely affected.

What follows are actual and possible situations which
have or could have happened:

1. In your cabin you have just discovered by acci-
dent that a camper has wet their bed several
nights ago and perhaps several times since. How
do you handle it?

2. You are at a meal with your campers and have
just cleaned up a spill of milk. Having just
returned to your place you ask a camper to pass
the drink. Willingly he or she picks up the jug
but in passing it across knocks over his or her full
glass of milk sending the liquid arrow straight
onto your lap. What response do you give?

3. During evening devotions a camper asks to go to
the washroom. You tell him or her to go after
devotions and carry on as normal. When devo-
tions ends, he or she is out the door like a shot,
racing to the washroom. Later on, on the way to
the washroom yourself, you find evidence on the
road that devotions were just too long. What do
you do? 

4. It is a junior camp. Two inexperienced canoeists
were across the lake when the wind came up,
completely frustrating their attempts to control
the canoe and giving them a fright. You, as the
canoe instructor, have tied their canoe to yours
and have towed it across the lake to the swim-

ming area. As you pass the dock, which is crow-
ded with campers, someone yells at the rescued
canoeists and says, “How come you needed a
tow?” What do you reply on their behalf?

5. Evening devotions have not been going well since
camp started. Tonight for the first time the
campers have been actively involved. Then, one
camper spoils it all by a silly and irrelevant ques-
tion. What do you do?

6. You are in charge of crafts. One camper has prac-
tically no interest in the project. When pressured
to forge ahead and produce, he or she either
wrecks the project or finishes it hurriedly and
very poorly and wanders off. What is your
response? How can you help this child next time
he or she has crafts? 

7. Eustace is a loner, he has no close friends, does
not want to participate in games and sports.
When these are scheduled he wanders aimlessly
around the side lines, kicking the dirt and throw-
ing sticks. When encouraged to play he drifts
toward his cabin saying, “I dowanna play”. How
can you help him? What can be done to improve
the situation?

8. Judith is a clinger. During free time she feels the
need to be near and if possible hang onto her
cabin leader. What is the result of this behaviour
to her and to others? How can she be helped?
What advice would you give her cabin leader?

9. You are the senior cabin leader in your cabin.
Your junior cabin leader, anxious to get in har-
ness, speaks loudly about “my cabin, my kids,
etc.” He or she hastens to tell the director or the
C.I.T. director how he/she handles several prob-
lems. How do you handle this situation?
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10. You are the senior cabin leader in a cabin at
Junior Girls. Your junior cabin leader seems to
feel the need to take for herself the affection and
loyalty of your campers. She takes over in giving
directions and enlarges on all your directives.
How do you handle this situation?

11. In your cabin in the evening, you sense that one
of your campers wants to talk to you about
something serious. All the others are full of
beans. What do you do?

12. You, the cabin leader, have developed a method
of settling your campers down following
evening devotions. You have brought an inter-
esting book to camp which you read each night
while the kids quiet down and drift off to sleep.
On a certain night, all has proceeded well with
almost everyone drifting off when out of the
blackness comes the loud voice of your junior
cabin leader, “You can’t stop there, what hap-
pens next?” Immediately all your campers are
awake. What do you do?

13. Karen has no friends. She’s always alone at 
the edge of the group. As her cabin leader,
you should:
a) force her into the group situations knowing it
is for her  own good.
b) deal with her loneliness by talking and listen-
ing. Discover some of her interests and encour-
age her in them, in the camp setting.
c) seek out a mature Christian camper who
would look out for her occasionally and encour-
age her to work in some area.

14. Homesickness, combined with bed-wetting,
aggravated by his nervous state, makes Freddy’s
first days at camp unbearable. What can you do?
a) phone home as soon as possible and make
arrangements for him to be removed from camp.

b) have a junior cabin leader take him aside,
perhaps with one or two other fellows of a fairly
calm nature, and do something of special inter-
est with them all. (for example, fishing)
c) tell him not to be such a baby. After all, these
things are purely psychological and therefore
perfectly controllable.
d) encourage him to follow the other boys in 
all the strenuous activities, to promote tiredness
at night.

15. Beverly is always at your side relating all her
thoughts confidently in your busy ear. Tummy
aches and sprained ankles are common to her,
and though you have little time for extras, you
want to help. You should:
a) give her jobs to do for you, and heartily com-
mend her for her efforts.
b) divide the cabin into a buddy system on a
day-to-day basis  so that she will have someone
definite to relate to (pick buddies carefully).
c) ignore her and see if she will start talking to
someone else.
d) send her on a long wild “goose chase” 
(like trying to find a rabbit hole with the family
still inside). 

16. Sara, Linda and Sue are a group of friends, full
of fun and enthusiasm. Although they are not in
your cabin they spend a good deal of time in
your company.  In fact, they seem to be on your
doorstep constantly, ready to talk anytime. You
should be prepared to:
a) tell them to get lost – you are not their cabin
leader and can’t waste time on them.
b) match their enthusiasm with your own and
take them under your wing.
c) talk to their cabin leader and see if she has an
idea for channelling their high spirits that you
could both involve them in.
d) be cheery and friendly with them but be firm
in your attitude.
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Section G
Making Disciples
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Exercise: What is the Gospel?

Look up the following scripture passages. What do the verses tell you about the ‘gospel’? (The phrase ‘good
news’ might be used in some translations.) What is the gospel? How would you define it using the informa-
tion given in these verses? What other words or concepts are associated with the gospel?

Mark 8:35, 10:29, 13:10

Mark 14:3-9; see also Matthew 26:6-13

Luke 9:6, 20:1

Acts 8:25, 40; 15:7; 16:10; 20:24

Romans 1:9-17

Romans 15:14-20

1 Corinthians 1:17-18

1 Corinthians 9:12-18

1 Corinthians 15:1-11

2 Corinthians 4:3-6

2 Corinthians 11: 3-8

Galatians 1:6-12

Galatians 3:6-9

Ephesians 3:3-12;

Ephesians 6:11-20

Philippians 1:12-18, 27-30

Colossians 1:3-7, 21-23

1 Thessalonians 2:1-9

2 Timothy 1:8-12

1 Peter 4:16-19
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Leading a Camper to Christ

At Beacon, we are concerned that everyone who
comes to camp make progress in their faith. Woody
(a former adminstrator) called this taking ‘the next
step’. At some point, the ‘next step’ for a camper
will be a decision to trust Jesus Christ as his or her
saviour. In the Gospel of John, Jesus called this
being ‘born again’ (see John 3:1-8). Spiritual birth,
like physical birth, is a mystery. While we perform
procedures and follow steps, whether or not a baby
is born, or a person is born again depends finally on
God. Please keep that in mind as we talk about
leading a camper to Christ.

Points to Remember
1. Campers are easily influenced by a group, so

work individually with each one. It is best to sit
outside where others can see you, but where you
can have a private conversation with the camper.

2. Campers tend to be emotional and easily led at
night. Use care when talking with a camper about
trusting Christ late at night. Never initiate this
kind of conversation just before bed.

3. A cabin leader should not be discouraged if
campers are making decisions in other cabins but
not their own. Remember, we encourage campers
to take the next step in their faith, whatever that
step may be. 

4. Use terms carefully. The key issue is trusting
Christ for salvation. Other phrases often used in
talking about this decision can confuse campers.
(“Give your heart/life to Jesus/God”; “Ask Jesus
into your heart”; “Pray to receive Christ”)

A conversation between camp staff and a camper about
trusting Christ usually includes the following elements:
- share the gospel – see the outlines below
- invite the camper to trust Christ
- give assurance – if the camper trusts Christ, 

the camper has been born again

Be flexible as you talk with campers. Allow the
camper to direct the conversation so that their actu-
al questions are answered. Pray for guidance as you
talk with them. Don’t push them for a decision they
are uncomfortable making.
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Sharing the Gospel:
There are many tools that people have developed for
sharing the gospel. Here are three which are helpful
and cover the foundations of faith. You should
choose one that you are comfortable with, and
memorize the points and the verses associated with
each point. As you become more comfortable with a
particular tool, you will be able to adapt it as you
talk to individual campers.

The Roman Road
1. Rom. 3:23, All have sinned, this means 

I have sinned
2. Rom. 6:23, Because of my sin I deserve death
3. Rom. 3:20, I can’t save myself by my own 

good deeds
4. Rom. 5:8, Jesus died on the cross to take my

blame, only Jesus can save me
5. Rom 1:16-17, Through faith, I must trust Jesus

as my Saviour
6. Rom 12:1-2, In thankfulness, I should give my

life to God, and allow Him to transform me.

The Four Spiritual Laws (Campus Crusade)
1. God loves you and created you to know Him per-

sonally. John 3:16, John 17:3
2. Humans are sinful and separated from God, so

we cannot know Him personally or experience
His love. Romans 3:23, Romans 6:26.

3. Jesus Christ is God’s ONLY provision for human-
ity’s sin: Jesus is the Only way to God. Romans
5:8, 1 Corinthians 15:3-6, John 14:6.

4. We must individually receive Jesus Christ as
Saviour and Lord. John 1:12, Ephesians 2:8-9,
Revelation 3:20.

The Plan of Salvation 
(Colombian style, courtesy Andrew Nunn)
1. All have sinned – Rom. 3:23, Isa 53:6
2. Our sin condemns us – Rom 6:26, Isa 59:2
3. Christ took our punishment – Rom 5:8, 

1 Pet 2:24
4. Salvation is not by our works – Eph 2:8-9, 

Titus 3:4-5a
5. We must put our trust in Christ – John 1:12,

Rev. 3:20
6. Salvation is forever – John 5:24, Heb 7:25.

Remember that a camper needs to believe – and that
is all. A person is born again because they trusted
Christ, not because they said a prayer. Praying and
telling God about this decision is a good idea though.

Often campers don’t understand details of theology
completely. They may get confused about some
things – most of us do. This doesn’t mean they are
not Christians. (It isn’t WHAT we know that makes
us a Christian, it’s WHO we know.) Help the
camper understand better than they did before.
Clarify issues for them. Think about their questions
and what they say. You might learn from them!
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Growing in Faith

Being a disciple or follower of Jesus is a life-long
process. Once a person trusts in Jesus for their salva-
tion, they are born into God’s family. Just like
babies grow up in a family, Christians grow up in
God’s family. This process of maturing in God’s
family is not automatic. Just like babies, without
proper food and care, Christians will not grow up.
The “next step” for many campers at Beacon may
involve growth in their Christian life. Cabin leaders
have an exciting job facilitating campers’ growth.

The BBC statement of faith outlines the essentials
of the Christian faith. As we studied these state-
ments together in March, many of you felt over-
whelmed at the amount of information and the
depth of the concepts. Don’t worry too much – all
the FLIGHT leaders also wrestle with understand-
ing these issues. You need to grow in your under-
standing of the faith over time – so take it one day
at a time. During the off season work at growing in
your faith – seek out Christian friends and Bible
studies, read your Bible as well as good Christian
books, get involved in a youth group, listen carefully
to sermons at church, and ask questions of more
mature Christians. Most of all, build your relation-
ship with God through prayer. Talk to God about
what is on your mind. Listen for God’s voice speak-
ing to you. Watch for God at work in your life, in
the lives of those around you, and in the world you
live in. As you do this, you will gradually become
more like Jesus – and being like Jesus is the ultimate
goal of Christian maturity.

As you grow in your faith, you will become an example
for your campers to follow as they grow in their
faith. You will find your own experience informs
and expands your ability to be a mentor to campers.

Because Christianity is primarily about relationships
– a Christian’s relationship with God and with other
Christians – there is no easy formula for Christian
growth. Growth depends on God – though each of
us has responsibilities to provide good conditions
for spiritual growth. In 1 Corinthians 3:6, Paul
wrote about his ministry in Corinth using an analo-
gy from gardening. He said: “I planted the seed,
Apollos watered it, but God has been making it
grow.” People working in ministry have different
abilities and jobs given to them by God. God is the
one who blesses our work and brings about spiritual
growth and maturity.

Spiritual Gifts
God gives each Christian gifts or abilities which are
to be used for the benefit of all Christians, or the
body of Christ, or the Church. There are three lists
of spiritual gifts found in the Bible, in Romans
12:1-8, I Corinthians 12, and Ephesians 4:11-16.
These spiritual gifts are given for the benefit of all
Christians in order that everyone will grow up into
Christian maturity. As you serve at Beacon (and
other places) and grow in your faith in the next few
years, think about what your spiritual gift might be.
Study the three passages listed above. Try out a vari-
ety of roles serving in your church and at camp.
Pray and ask God to show you what your gifts are.
Then develop and use your gifts for the benefit of
all Christians – the Body of Christ.
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Formal Teaching Times

In the previous sections we’ve discussed informal
teaching – cabin leaders teach informally, by exam-
ple, in discussions with small groups, or individual
discussions with campers. There are also opportuni-
ties for formal teaching at camp – and you might be
asked to think about speaking in the evening or
even teaching the main lessons in the morning. These
are some teaching tips and ways to start thinking
about what God might want you to say.

Scriptual Mandate for Preaching
1 Cor. 1:21b God was pleased through the foolishness
of what was preached, to save those who believe.

Mark 16:15 Go into all the world and preach the
good news to all creation.

Acts 5:20 Tell the people the full message of this
new life.

2 Tim. 4:2 Preach the word, be prepared in season
and out of season.

Rom. 10:14 How can they hear without 
someone preaching.

The Theme of The Message
Acts 8:35 The good news about Jesus.
Acts 9:20 That Jesus is the Son of God.
Acts 10:36 The good news of peace through Jesus
Christ, who is Lord of all.
2 Cor. 4:5 We do not preach ourselves but Jesus
Christ as Lord.

Preparing the Message:
Where can I get ideas about what to say?

A. Pray – Ask God what is needed. Only He knows
what is best for that situation. It is His Word.
Phil. 4:19 “My God will meet all your needs.”
See also Ps. 37:4 and Prov. 16:3.

B. From Daily Reading 2 Tim. 3:16 “All scripture 
is God-breathed and is useful” etc. Often God
will bless you with something from your daily
reading which He can then expand beautifully
into a message.

C. Seed Thoughts – Does God challenge you to
expand a thought that intrigues you in a sermon?
Has a thought from a book interested you? Has
something another believer said inspired you?
Begin a file of thoughts that God brings to you.

D. A New Approach – Look at the passage from a
new angle. For example, look at Elkanah’s point
of view instead of Hannah’s point of view in 
I Samuel 1.

E. Key Words – Consider, as led by the Spirit, key
words which may be effectively used to draw
souls to Christ. For example: “Behold”
Behold I bring you good tidings of great joy.
Luke 2:10 (NKJV)
Behold the Lamb of God. John 1:29 (NKJV)
Behold I am coming soon. Rev. 22:12

F. Visual Aid First – Sometimes God may give the
visual aid at the same time He gives the application.
ex. “keys” to illustrate key points.

Once you have an idea, its time to start putting the
message together.
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Skeleton Outline
Put down the main points as they come to you.
This very rough outline may be revised many times
or discarded entirely.

Put flesh on the skeleton as you read and pray
Get the facts. Use the many available reference
books to give you background and detail. Suggested
books you might acquire: Bible dictionary,
Concordances, Book of Proper Names, Books on
Scriptural words, Bible commentaries. As you read
the main passage check the cross references in the
margin. Check out helps such as a chain reference
Bible. Be accurate.

Develop a draft
Some preachers go from the skeleton to a draft
which is a more detailed development. As they add
or delete material they may move to draft 2, 3, etc.
It’s work but worth it.

Make an outline
List key points to keep in mind. Try and find perti-
nent illustrations for each point. Keep in mind the
age and spiritual maturity of the audience.

Getting the point across:
Abstract ideas are hard to communicate. Always 
use concrete examples or analogies. Some ideas to
consider are:
Illustrations My life, other’s experiences, 
made up examples.
Visual Aids Jesus used them. Use an actual object or
paint a word picture.
Dramatize it Especially in a camp situation. Get the
campers involved.

Delivering the Message:
It is perfectly appropriate to be nervous before
teaching God’s word at camp. Remember you are
not the same as everyone else. Some have tremen-
dous memories, others poor memories; some can be
relaxed and expressive, others are not like that. Be
yourself, do not try to imitate famous preachers in
manner or language. God can use YOU. It is God’s
message, not yours.

1. Make an outline or notes to guide you and keep
you on track. Use your final notes from prepara-
tion. If you need to, use a manuscript – write out
word for word what you want to say.

2. Say what the Word says: Jer. 23:28, ask God’s
help in this.

3. Eye contact with the listeners is important. Look
up and at your audience. People are not impres-
sed in personal conversations with someone who
continually looks beyond them. The same is true
with a speaker and his or her audience. Do not
look down and speak to the floor. Try not to
focus your eyes constantly on the back or the side
walls. The audience is there to listen to you so
look at them.

4. Speak out. Project your voice to the back row.
Ennunciate clearly. Don’t say “thinkin” or “goin”
for example. Avoid mispronouncing some com-
mon words. It’s “picture” not “pitcher”, it’s “film”
not “filum”, “elm” not “elum”.

5. Try to avoid reading or refering to numerous 
passages of Scripture, or Scripture containing
many verses. Try to focus on one passage. If you
need to refer to others, be clear in the way the
passages connect.
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6. Watch the specific listeners who react in their
faces to the message. This will help you know
whether the audience understands and is with
you. Most adults have trained themselves not to
react so they are hard to talk to.

7. Take care in the language you use. Try and avoid
pet sayings that are repeated in your message:
“You know”, “See”, “Right”, etc. Avoid clichés
like the plague. Don’t use ’christianese’ expres-
sions like “In my room and stead”, “I could hard-
ly help but think”, “In these last and closing
days”. There is no such word as irregardless,
regardless of how many people use that word.

8. Use words and grammar correctly. If you are
uncertain about what a word means, look it up,
or don’t use it. If you write out your notes for
your message you could have someone else proof-
read it for you.

9. Do not mention how fast the time is going, nor
“I see my time is gone.” They know.

10. Don’t say “finally” or “in conclusion” and then
go on to added points, even if they are in your
notes and are gems of wisdom.

11. If the Lord indicates at the last minute that you
should speak on something different be ready to
do so.

12. Do not speak in a derogatory way about 
other denominations or faiths. This is often
offensive and harmful and does nothing to
enhance the Gospel.

13. Stop on time. Do not say “I’ll have to impose
on you for a few more minutes” or “You’ll for-
give me if...”. Maybe they won’t. They have
already given you the courtesy of listening qui-
etly throughout the meeting. The speaker
should give them the courtesy of not imposing
on them.

14. If you come to the end of what you have pre-
pared, stop, even if it is early.

Ask a competent friend to listen to your mes-
sage and give advice.



Leading Singing

The following are some suggestions for leading singing.

1. Know what the main purpose of the singing is for
the particular time you are leading. If it is mainly
an introduction to a speaker, make sure you con-
sult with the speaker on how much time s/he
needs, whether s/he has a suggested song, and
what the main point of the message is.

2. Pray! Ask the Lord to guide you to appropriate
songs and comments. God uses the opening to pre-
pare the hearts and to set the tone of the meeting.

3. Start on time.

4. Care must be taken in choosing songs that are
scriptural. Avoid choruses that say nothing but are
popular because of catchy tunes and interesting
actions. Think about the order of the songs –
don’t wind the audience up so that they have a
hard time settling down to listen to the speaker.

5. Smile! Enjoy the singing, sing yourself and look
at the audience.

6. Plan to stop 2 minutes before the speaker expects
to begin. Also remember that if you plan to open
with prayer at the conclusion of the singing it
should be included as part of the opening.
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Observing a lesson / talk to campers

1. What was the theme?

2. Was the lesson easy to follow and understand?

3. How was the approach to the subject different?

4. Were visuals used? How?

5. Were the campers involved in the lesson? How?

6. To what degree was scripture used and how?

7. How was the gospel brought in?

8. What were the possible ‘next steps’ campers could take after hearing this lesson?

9. What one thing did you learn about presenting a lesson as you observed today?

10. Did you notice anything you would recommend the teacher change in the future?
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Follow-Up

The following is an actual letter received by a staff member from a camper. The camper is from a broken home,
the father has left, the mother working. The grandmother has moved in to help keep the family together. At this
point it was not known whether the camper was a Christian. These are the camper’s exact words.

Dear  ....................

I hope you are feeling OK. I’m sorry I haven’t been writing to you in awhile. The reason is because it’s been so nice
out that I’ve been busy working around the house. My dog Taffy had 9 puppy but we lost one. She had them 1980-
5-16. We though she was ownly going to have 6 or 7 but she had nine. Theres ownly 2 weeks left of school. I’m glad
that school almost over because I’m going to be busy in the summer. Just awhile ago my friend was killed in a car
accident. it happened on a Thursday and I went to see his body and I was scared when I seen his body. My grand-
ma moved out of the house. i miss her allot, I will see you at camp this summer. I’m looking forward to seeing you
again. Write back soon.

Yours truely

Your friend

....................

Assignment: Write an answer to this camper as if it had been addressed to you.
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What is follow-up?
Follow-up is making disciples for the Lord Jesus Christ
by maintaining contact with summer campers
throughout the following year and hopefully longer.

A disciple is one who learns the Christian 
life-style through ongoing personal contact with 
a mature Christian.

Scripture encourages us to make disciples through
ongoing contact. All of the Epistles, except Romans,
are follow-up letters.
1. I Thess. 2:8 sharing their very lives
2. Mark 3:14 Jesus chose the Twelve to be 

with Him
3. Acts 15:36,41 Paul and Barnabas checking 

on churches
4. John 9:36 Jesus follows-up the 

ex-blind man
5. John 21:15-19 Jesus follows-up Peter

A former camp director calls follow-up the “develop-
ment on a very personal scale; conformity to the image
of Jesus Christ.” See Romans 8:29 and 2 Cor. 3:18.

Follow-up ideally is done not just by a cabin leader,
but also by the camper’s home church. While a
cabin leader or other Beacon staff can have a posi-
tive influence on a camper’s life, the Christians the
camper is in contact with through the year in their
local church will have the most influence on a
camper’s life.

Why have follow-up?
The camper can see that being a Christian means
having a way of life with Christ at the centre of
every aspect of home life (relationships, activities,
etc.), not just doing “spiritual” things such as going
to camp or to meetings.

The camper’s spiritual growth is guided and encour-
aged on a regular ongoing basis. The camper is able
to pattern his life after that of a mature Christian
(discipleship); he also has a resource person for
problems. Outreach to the family is a natural result.

Who can do follow-up?
The cabin leader should maintain contact since they
knew the camper best during camp. Other camp
staff (other cabin leaders, directors, teachers) can
help in follow-up. If a camper does not go to church
on a regular basis, but would like to, it is wise to
help them find a local church.

Where can follow-up be done?
Contact should normally take place near the
camper’s home to ease transportation and schedul-
ing problems. Fall and winter camps are a great time
to re-establish contact with campers.

When?
It should be regular and frequent enough to main-
tain a relationship.  Consider:  monthly or bi-
monthly letters;  weekly or monthly clubs; occasion-
al casual visits to the camper’s home, or to an activi-
ty he or she participates in (intramural, music con-
cert, etc.)
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How can follow-up be done?
Before camp:
- Winter and fall camp sessions are good places to

re-establish contact with campers  you had last
year. Sometimes parents who are thinking of send-
ing their children to camp come to fall weekends
or send their child to winter camp.

- Cabin leaders should pray for their campers before
camp. It is often difficult to contact campers
before camp as you may not know them.

In Camp:
- Get to know the camper and 

about his or her family
- Make notes on confidential information sheet.
- Relationship with the Lord
- Parents’ names; are both living together?
- Parents’ occupations
- Brothers and sisters? How many? Ages?
- Pets
- Hobbies
- Friends at camp
- School information; ambitions

Note: You could use the information sheets provided in
this manual as a means of keeping some kind of informa-
tion on the camper. These MUST be kept confidential.

- Take pictures to be sent later 
- Have camper make a diary of camp and 

send it to him or her in the winter
- Write down incidents that happen at camp 

involving camper and write to him or her about
them later

- Start camper on a daily devotional guide either at
camp or immediately after. This is vital.

After camp:
Each camper in your cabin should receive at least
three snail-mail contacts from you following camp.
One letter should follow camp – try to make it no
more than three weeks after camp. You should send
Christmas cards and birthday cards which include
letters to each of your campers. If you receive a
reply to any of these communications, write back! 

Consider these other ideas for follow-up as well.
- Phone calls
- Father/Son, Mother/Daughter weekends
- Visits to camper’s home
- Bible studies in camper’s home
- Camp reunions
- Camp newsletter
- Big Brother/Big Sister: choose one camper living

near you to do an activity once a week (sports,
cooking, visiting zoo); start him/her on a daily
devotional guide and check on progress each week
— answer questions etc.
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Letter:

Think about the kind of sationary you use. 
Is it suitable?

Use the camper’s own given name to address him or
her, never an uncomplimentary nickname given by
other campers. Ask directly for a reply or infer need
for reply by asking questions. You could send the
camper some thing to read, but don’t overpower
him or her with literature. Remember that parents
may read the letter and other material that you send. 

Does this letter improve your relationship with 
the camper? 

How has the camper been encouraged or challenged
spiritually by your letter? (Don’t preach!)

Closing: Your friend, (your camp name)
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In order for you to identify your strengths and concentrate on your weaknesses as you proceed through 
the F.L.I.G.H.T. program, the following evaluation sheets have been prepared. They cover areas that we 
feel are important for the cabin leader as he or she is a role model for the campers and works with the other
staff members. 

The expectations are listed on the first page of the evaluation sheets. Look over the list and think about 
how you did each day in those areas. Honest self evaluation will help you become the best cabin leader 
you possibly can! 

Evaluations are made by FLIGHT directors in order to help you become a fabulous cabin leader. We are not
setting you up to fail, rather we’d like to see you succeed.
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Section I
Evaluation
What are my strengths?
What are my weaknesses?
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FLIGHT Participant Evaluation

Name: Camp Name:

Camp Session: Date:

Description of Character: (including personality, Christian faith, special abilities or skills)

Expectations: (these are the things we hope to see you do)

Create a fun and effective learning atmosphere Serves others selflessly
Willing to grow spiritually and in character Use own and other’s time effectively
Support a fun, clean, and caring living space Respect othersin words and action 
Use your talents and gifts Participate in program enthusiastically
Share and/or show a personal faith in Jesus Influence others positively
Include others Give encouragement
Take initiative among peers Take care in use of camp equipment
Show care for outdoor environment Work well with other staff members
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Areas of strength:

Areas needing growth:
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Appendix: 
Resource Sheet
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What a Child Needs to Know

A. Who God is
1. God is one. (Deut. 32:39, Isaiah 46:9)
2. God is alive. (1 Sam 17:26, Heb 10:31)
3. God is the creator. (Gen. 1:1, Isaiah 40:28)
4. God inspired the authors of the Bible. (2 Tim
3:16)
5. God is holy and just. (Rev. 15:3,4; Isaiah 5:16,
6:3)
6. God loves you and me. (Psalm 36:5, 1 John 4:16)

B. His need of a Saviour (Romans 3:23)
1. You are born with a “want” to sin.
2. You do many sinful things.
3. The Bible says “all have sinned.”
4. God says there is a punishment for sin.
5. Only God can save you from sin’s punishment.

C. God’s way of salvation (1Corinthians 15:3, 4)
1. Jesus is God the Son.
2. Jesus was a perfect man.
3. Jesus died, was buried and rose again to pay for

your sin.
4. Jesus now lives in Heaven, seated at the right

hand of God the Father.
5. Salvation is a free gift, paid for by the Lord Jesus.

D. The child’s response (Acts 16:31, John 1:12)
1. You must believe Jesus died for you.
2. Salvation is a free gift, not something you can

earn by anything you do or don’t do.
3. You must receive this gift from God.

E. God’s promise to each believer 
(John 3:16, Heb. 13:5)

1. God forgives your sins and gives you 
everlasting life.

2. God promises never to leave you.
3. God will help you live a life that pleases Him.

Topical Scripture References

(A) Sin
What is it? 1 John 3:4 Breaking the law

1 John 5:17 Wrong-doing
Rom. 14:23 Everything that does not

come from faith
James 4:17 Know the good he ought

to do and doesn’t do it
John 16:9 Do not believe

Who are sinners? Rom. 3:23 All have sinned
Isa. 53:6 We all like sheep
Rom. 3:10 No one righteous

Result of sin Rom. 5:12 Death came to all men
Rom. 6:23 Wages of sin is death
John 8:24 You will die in your sins
Rev. 20:15 Lake of fire
Heb. 9:27 Man is destined to 

die once

God’s solution John 3:16 Shall not perish, but
have eternal life

1 John 5:12 He who has the Son
has life

Rom. 5:8 While still sinners,
Christ died for us

1 John 1:9 Confess sins, 
He will forgive

(B) Born Again
New Birth John 3:3 Unless he is born again

2 Cor. 5:17 In Christ a new creation
John 1:12 The right to become the

sons of God
Gal. 2:20 Christ lives in me
1 Pet. 1:23 Born again through the

word of God
John 3:6 The Spirit gives birth
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(C) Salvation
Eph. 2:8,9 By grace you have been saved 

through faith
John 5:24 Whoever hears and believes ... 

has eternal life
Acts 13:39 Everyone who believes is justified
Rom. 5:1 Justified through faith we have peace

D) Assurance
2 Tim. 1:12 He is able to guard
1 Pet. 1:5 Shielded by God’s power
Phil 1:6 He who began a good work will

carry it on
Eph. 2:10 Created to do good works
Rom. 8:38,39 Nothing will be able to separate us

from the love of God

(E) Dedication
Ps. 37:5 Commit your way to the Lord
Pr. 3:5,6 Trust in the Lord, acknowledge Him,

He will make your paths straight
Rom. 12:1 Living sacrifices to God
Phil. 4:6,7 Present your requests to God, He ...

will guard your hearts and minds

(F) Victory
1 Chr.29:11 Yours ... is the victory (N.K.J.V.)
1 Cor.15:57 He gives us the victory through our

Lord Jesus Christ
1 John 5:4 The victory that has overcome the

world ... faith
Rom. 8:37 Conquerors through Him

Cabin Leader’s Source Sheet

What answers would you give to the following 
questions or statements?

1. I asked Jesus into my life, but nothing happened.
ANSWER 
- Jesus doesn’t promise us feelings but 
everlasting life.
- When you get married, you may not feel 
married till later
- When a baby is born it doesn’t know much. Its
parents rejoice. Angels rejoice about baby Christians. 
Luke 15:7-10, John 6:37 Whoever comes to me I
will never drive away. 
2 Peter 3:9 Not wanting anyone to perish but ...
1 John 5:11-15 If we ask anything according to
His will He hears us. It is according to His will
that we be saved.

2. I don’t need God, I’m happy as I am.

3. If God is a loving God, why does He allow all the
sickness and pain and sorrow?

4. I’ve asked Jesus into my life, but I’ve sinned
again. What now?

5. When I first became a Christian I felt great but
now I don’t always feel like that. I can’t tell that
I’m any different.

6. Isn’t it enough for salvation if I do the best I can
or keep the Law?

7. Once I become a Christian it doesn’t matter if I
sin because I’m always saved. Right?

8. I don’t think God really came into my life; I still
have my bad temper and still look down on other
kids. Wasn’t God supposed to remove all this?

9. How come I’m tempted all the time? I’m tired of
fighting it and then I usually blow it anyhow.
Why am I so bad?
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If God is a God of love, why does He send 
people to hell?
- He does not send people to hell. John 3:16
- Hell prepared for the devil and his angels. Matt 25:4
- We decide where we go. Luke 16:19-31, 

especially verse 28
- Rejection of the Son leads to a person being with

Satan. John 3:36
- God has no pleasure in the death of the wicked.

Ezek. 23:11
- God does not let people go to hell without an

opportunity to know Him. Psalm 19:1-6, Rom.
1:20-21, Rom. 2:12, Gen. 18:25

- God does not condemn a person until the person
has had an opportunity. i.e. Pharaoh had many chan-
ces to go God’s way then God hardened his heart.

Why does God allow pain and suffering?
Humanly speaking, there is no one answer to this
question. Humans choose to sin, and sin is the ulti-
mate reason pain and suffering exist on earth, but
the precise reasons for specific pain and suffering
cannot be given right now.

Why is Christ the only way to God?
- I am the way. John 14:6
- When God made the universe He made absolute

laws. He also made the universe with spiritual laws.
1. God is holy - has to judge sin.
2. Man is sinful.
3. Jesus the holy, sinless Son of God died on 
the cross.
Being judged for sin and having paid the debt He
did not owe, He rose victorious over death, sin,
Satan, and hell. HE IS THE WAY!

- See the claims Jesus made. John 8
vs. 24 you would die in your sins, if you do 
not believe
vs. 26 spoke of the Father.
vs. 29 “I always do what pleases Him” (the Father).
vs. 36 The Son can set you free.
vs. 38 Has been in the presence of the Father.
vs. 46 No sin.
vs. 54 “My Father is the one who glorifies Me”.

Jesus is the only spiritual leader who is alive (seen of
hundreds I Cor. 15:6). He is “interceding for us”
Romans 8:34-39. He wants us with Him John 17:24.
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FLIGHT Participant Evaluation

Name: Camp Name:

Camp Session: Date:

Description of Character: (including personality, Christian faith, special abilities or skills)

Expectations: (these are the things we hope to see you do)

Create a fun and effective learning atmosphere Serves others selflessly
Willing to grow spiritually and in character Use own and other’s time effectively
Support a fun, clean, and caring living space Respect othersin words and action 
Use your talents and gifts Participate in program enthusiastically
Share and/or show a personal faith in Jesus Influence others positively
Include others Give encouragement
Take initiative among peers Take care in use of camp equipment
Show care for outdoor environment Work well with other staff members
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Areas of strength:

Areas needing growth:
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Future Labourers In God’s Harvest Training


